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Federal Communications Commission 
Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau 

Washington, D.C. 20554 

August 4, 2022 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Re: FOIA Control No. 2022-000565 

This letter responds to your recent Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") request 
received by the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC" or "Commission") and 
assigned to the Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau ("CGB"). Your request seeks 
copies of all complaints "in the informal complaints database of [CGB]" 
"that contain the word HEARINGS." 1 Your request has been assigned FOIA Control No. 
2022-000565. We are responding to your request electronically. 

CGB conducted a search of its databases containing responsive records. Our search 
revealed 134 pages of complaints that are responsive to your request, which are attached. 
Please be advised that the FCC receives many complaints and comments that do not 
involve violations of the Communications Act or any FCC rule or order. Thus, the 
existence of a complaint or comment filed against a particular carrier or business entity 
does not necessarily indicate any wrongdoing by any individuals or business entities 
named in the complaint or comment. 

Records responsive to your request were withheld or redacted under FOIA Exemption 6. 2 

Exemption 6 protects "personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of 
which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." Balancing 
the public' s right to disclosure against the individual ' s right to privacy, we have 
determined that release of this information would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. Therefore, certain personal identifying information, 
including the complainant's name and telephone number, has been redacted under 

1 FOIA Control No. 2022-000519 (submitted Jul. 4, 2022). 
2 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6). 



Exemption 6. We have determined that it is reasonably foreseeable that disclosure would 
harm the privacy interest of the persons mentioned in these records, which Exemption 6 
is intended to protect. 

We are required by both the FOIA and the Commission's own rules to charge requesters 
certain fees associated with the costs of searching for, reviewing, and duplicating the 
sought-after information.3 To calculate the appropriate fee, requesters are classified as: 
(1) commercial use requesters; (2) educational requesters, non-commercial scientific 
organizations, or representatives of the news media; or (3) all other requesters. 

Pursuant to section 0.466(a)(8) of the Commission's rules, you have been classified for 
fee purposes under category (3) as an "all other requester."4 As an "all other requester," 
the Commission assesses charges to recover the full , reasonable, direct cost of searching 
for and reproducing records that are responsive to the request; however, you are entitled 
to be furnished with the first 100 pages ofreproduction and the first two hours of search 
time without charge under section 0.470(a)(3)(i) of the Commission's rules. 5 The 
production in response to your request required less than two hours of search time, and is 
being provided electronically. Therefore, you will not be charged any fees. 

If you consider this to be a denial of your FOIA request, you may seek review by filing 
an application for review with the Office of General Counsel. An application for review 
must be received by the Commission within 90 calendar days of the date of this letter. 6 

You may file an application for review by mailing the application to Federal 
Communications Commission, Office of General Counsel , 45 L Street NE, Washington, 
DC 20554, or you may file your application for review electronically by e-mailing it to 
FOIA-Appeal@fcc.gov. Please caption the envelope (or subject line, if via e-mail) and 
the application itself as "Review of Freedom oflnformation Action" and the application 
should refer to FOIA No. 2022-000565. 

If you would like to discuss this response before filing an application for review to 
attempt to resolve your dispute without going through the appeals process, you may 
contact the Commission's FOIA Public Liaison for assistance at: 

FOIA Public Liaison 
FCC, Office of the Managing Director, 
Performance Evaluation and Records Management 
45 L Street NE, Washington, DC 20554 
202-418-0440 
FOIA-Public-Liaison@fcc.gov 

3 See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A); 47 CFR § 0.470. 
4 47 CFR § 0.466(a)(8). 
5 47 CFR § 0.470(a)(3)(i). 
6 47 CFR §§ 0.461G), 1.115; 47 CFR § 1.7 (documents are considered filed with the Commission upon 
their receipt at the location designated by the Commission). 

2 



If you are unable to resolve your FOIA dispute through the Commission's FOIA Public 
Liaison, the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) and the Federal FOIA 
Ombudsman's office offer mediation services to help resolve disputes between FOIA 
requesters and Federal agencies. The contact information for OGIS is: 

Office of Government Information Services 
National Archives and Records Administration 
8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS 
College Park, MD 20740-6001 
202-741-5770 
877-684-6448 
ogi s@nara.gov 
https ://www.archives.gov/ogis 

Enclosures 
cc: FCC FOIA Office 

Sincerely, 

Kristi Thornton 
Acting Chief 
Consumer Policy Division 
Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau 

3 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3425860 - KATV Little Rock AR 
Date: 07/29/2019 04:19 PM 

City/State/Zip: Searcy, Arkansas 72143 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
KATV in Little Rock, Arkansas is purposely and willfully rigging / slanting the national news in order to 

mislead the public.  KATV purposely slanted their report on the Mueller hearings to misdirect the 

public into thinking Arkansas Congressman Crawford ask a question that confirmed that President 

Trump would be indicted were it not for the fact he was the sitting President.  It was both untrue that 

this questioning was associated with Congressman Crawford as well as the indictment statement 

itself having been corrected by Mr. Mueller himself.  Both bits of information were presented in a 

slanted and misleading way in order to sway public opinion towards a particular political slant.  This is 

only one of many such instances  in which KATV has not acted in the public interest. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3440441 - NATIONAL SECURITY THREAT San Diego /Los Angeles/Imperial 

FOREIGN DOMINANCE OF U.S. BROADCAST SPECTRUM IN SOUTHWEST 

BORDER REGION 
Date: 08/05/2019 05:50 AM 

City/State/Zip: Long Beach, California 90802 

Company Complaining About: Federal Communiations Commission 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
A scan of the digital broadcast spectrtum in Southern California results in a dangerous and severe 

dominance by foreign owned and operated networks (TV, FM & AM RADIO ) that are broadcasting 

programming in non-english language, failing to provide SAP or audio channel translated into english, 

and content of NO public interest to the people of the United States.    MANY OF THESE STATIONS 

ARE IN VIOLATION OF FCC STATION IDENTIFICATION LAWS (DIGITAL DISPLAY AND HOURLY 

AUDIO).  THE FCC HAS BVEEN GROSSLY NEGLIGENT IN MONITORING BROADCASTING 

LICENSEE COMPLIANCE WITH IN THE SAN DIEGO ANMD IMPERIAL COUNTY  INTERNATION 

BNROADCAST ZONES AND TV /RADIO STATIONS ARE IN VIOLATION OF 

POWER/TRANSMISSION LIMITS SET FORTH IN BINATIONAL TREATIES.   The people/rersidents 

of Southern California are under attgack by foreign language programming dominating the airwaves 

and is  having negative environment impactt on the effective communication, INSTALLING SPANISH 

AS THE PRIMARY LANGUAGE IN MANY REGIUONS OF THE SOUTHWESTERN UN ITED 

STATES, altering U.S. Customs and Immigation enforcement and permanently altering everyday life 

citizens and residents in the U.S. U.S. sovreignty and culture.    EXHIBIT # 1   Digital scan of the TV 

broadcast spectrum in the Los Angeles region (point of origin Long Beach Civic  Center ) RESULT 89 

Channels  ONLY 12 IN ENGLISH AND  PROGRAMMING WAS  OF NO VALUE TO THE PUBLIC.   

TV stations carrying UNIVISION and Telemundo are VERY STRONG SIGNAL.  KCBS (Channel 2)  

is POOR/WEAK SIGNAL!!!  This needs immedate attention of the FCC Commission and the 

President of of the U.S. should be briefed /apprised of this disaster and an naional state of 

emergency declaration is warraned.   Immeidate suspension of any  broadcast license that is 

connected to foreign language programming to allow for full FCC hearings on the matter...and 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3486017 - Spoofing 
Date: 08/23/2019 01:19 PM 

City/State/Zip: San Clemente, California 92672 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I run and operate a law firm, utilizing VOIP phone systems.  I have received numerous calls from 

individuals who say that they are receiving missed calls from my office line.  I am the only person with 

access to the phones, the only person who works in the office, and the only person making the phone 

calls from the office phone line.  I am not making these phone calls!  I set up the phone system for the 

sole purpose of making telephonic court appearance and that is the only time I use the office line, 

otherwise I use my cell phone as the primary phone  since I am often out in the field at hearings or 

depositions.  I think someone is taking my number and using it to contact these people. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3505057 - Re: [FCC Complaints] Re: Re: Request received: Re: [FCC 

Complaints] Re: Re: Request received: Illegal Health Surveillance 
Date: 09/01/2019 01:05 PM 

City/State/Zip: San Francisco, California 94108 

Company Complaining About: T Mobile 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
This is a follow-up to your previous request #3497301 "Re: Request received: Re: [..." 

 

FCC, 

 

Unfortunately for you I’m going to have to ask and demand that you reopen the request as the FTC is 

not the agency with the information I’m requesting! Your agency was ordered previously to give the 

exact same data I’m looking for by federal court! I know it exist, and we will get it at some point. 

 

Additionally, please respond to all recipients of this email as it is an urgent matter being looked into, 

investigations started and information forwarded to the FBI and Department of Justice. When you 

only respond back to me it appears and probably true you are concealing information you wouldn’t 

want others to see or become aware of! 

 

We also know that Trump/Azar have issued a gag order regarding releasing any information 

regarding this! Let me advise you, this will end up in court and/or Congressional Hearings! 

 

In addition, the same signal is being used by Trump/Azar to violate the constitution by placing 

surveillance on political friends and foes (McConnell, Ginsberg, Nadler, Cummings) as well on 

Epstein that contributed to his suicide! 

 

Hopefully now you can see the importance of this information and again, don’t run me in circles when 

I know you have the information! 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

Get Outlook for iOS<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__aka.ms_o0ukef&d=DwIF-

g&c=y0h0omCe0jAUGr4gAQ02Fw&r=DE9ErmM0NKrpVuFyWcoKOo3fwwIGdV4oHG44glYf3vY&m=

gNPToodrtsswV21EX2A9lH5wX4DykQzOhkflMf19HBo&s=H9WKzSfUOFDQIkOm1HfsXfMZXdugVU

CbS6mIiqwf8lA&e= > 

________________________________ 

From: FCC <consumercomplaints@fcc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2019 9:22 AM 

To:  

Subject: [FCC Complaints] Re: Re: Request received: Re: [FCC Complaints] Re: Re: Request 

received: Illegal Health Surveillance 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)-



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3528362 - Door chimes on exits at Crestwood 94523 
Date: 09/12/2019 10:10 AM 

City/State/Zip: Pleasant Hill, California 94523 

Company Complaining About: Comcast 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
The door chimes are Zings that are freed when the doors are utilized by the 80 clients to 150 patrons 

public private wise; deafness blindness, Im wearing âm to come wearing did wear head protection 

over my hearing, eyesights for three years to one year ongoing Todate todays 09/12/2019 the hard of 

hearings of the hearing losses, hurts at a pain level of interferences by 8 to 5 qtty doors, at one 

moments the utilization’s combine zing door chime soundings offs: Doors to private bedrooms, offices 

care coordinating offices, tv rooms, the Chime zings freed can be are to be have been heard me hard 

of hearing its zing level of sensitivity to the blow outs of my eye sockets in the days of the olds of my 

growings childhood of mine own fractures bones crinkles, left at bottom eye lid grooves, I know to 

note Todate today the anxiety of the hard of hearing zing door chime ring hurts the poke of the skin 

endocrine bone fracture fusions pinching my head I’m feeling brain damagings sensations, isolated in 

the head protections, possible exasperated brain injury to treated area of brain by my Asian eyesights 

that squint when tired sleepy that ADHD symptoms attack me my household when not treated by 

medication Rxs todate Im put on the blindness ok, I can see well with no problems. My eyesights 

What I see is not sensitive to sights I see sensations wise, it’s the sounds, levels. My concern is the 

rxs work well in situation that doesn’t have a block beep zinger, on the thinking behaviors actions of 

life living styles in a home situation board and care Licensed by state Of Ca to run operate for 

purpose of healing.   

On 09/12/2019s. 09/12/2019. 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)-



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3537732 - Second time account was hacked deleting all my inbox emails 
Date: 09/16/2019 09:16 PM 

City/State/Zip: Yonkers, New York 10705-4677 

Company Complaining About: Verizon 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I've lost quite a bit of information that was to be used in court hearings. This is the second time it's 

happened. All of my inbox emails are gone again. Please. This has caused great harm. Please do 

something about it. I've lost everything. I contacted them again today about the emails telling me my 

account will be deactivated. The exact thing happen the first time months ago and now everything is 

gone again. The last time, they deleted everything from 2017 to the present and now everything is 

gone. Please review the enclosed attachments. These have caused extreme hardship and has 

resulted in the loss of immediate and future income, let alone possibly my home. PLEASE HELP!!! 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3601538 - Unsolicited text message to number registered with Do Not Call list  
Date: 10/16/2019 04:07 PM 

City/State/Zip: Apple Valley, Minnesota 55124 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Unsolicited text message received which read, "Enough hearings. Enough investigations. Let Rep. 

Craig know you stand with President Trump right now at 202-831-3386" 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3601632 - Political Text 
Date: 10/16/2019 04:24 PM 

City/State/Zip: South Salt Lake, Utah 84115 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I received the following text on my cell phone at 1:58pm MDT on 10/16/19: "Enough hearings. 

Enough investigations. Let Rep. McAdams know you stand with President Trump right now at 202-

759-6458."  The text came from 855-923-0525. I am not a member of any Republican organization, 

nor have I ever given permission for one to contact me in any way. I am currently registered to vote 

as a Republican, which is the only way I can think of that this person/group might have gotten my 

phone number, and think I'm stupid enough to believe a word Trump says. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3618330 - Re: [FCC Complaints] Re: Consumer has issues with Time Warner 

Cable now called Spectrum. 
Date: 10/24/2019 04:06 PM 

City/State/Zip: Palm Springs, California 92263 

Company Complaining About: Time Warner 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
This is a follow-up to your previous request #1446933 "Consumer has issues with Ti..." 

 

To whom this may concern: 

I am still having new problems with Spectrum "Charter" as oftoday October 24, 2019 with statements 

from them last monthregarding correcting my bills. 

They have made several credits however they stated theywould change my bill including tax to less 

than $175.00 monthlybut only gave credits and did not lower the bill as promised. 

When speaking to their agents and reps they apologize for theincorrect info given me, however they 

said there is nothing theycan do.   

 

Perhaps you or the Federal Trade Commission can sink yourteeth into this Fraud.  Evidently the FCC 

does nothing to discourage Flim Flaming in their own backyard and under theirown noses...very 

similar to the O.C.C. & Wells Fargo....moregov't waste of money they do nothing but have junkets and 

hearings! 

Have fun boys --- it does not go unnoticed & will eventually come toan end! 

 92263-1381 

 

 

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: FCC <consumercomplaints@fcc.gov> 

To:  

Sent: Fri, Jun 23, 2017 2:40 pm 

Subject: [FCC Complaints] Re: Consumer has issues with Time Warner Cable now called Spectrum. 

 

#yiv9987365137 #yiv9987365137AOLMsgPart_2_6bbce76c-27e0-4e6b-949d-9bc477476a06 

td{color:black;}#yiv9987365137 .yiv9987365137aolReplacedBody table td {border-

collapse:collapse;}#yiv9987365137 .yiv9987365137aolReplacedBody body .filtered99999 

.yiv9987365137aolmail_directional_text_wrapper {direction:rtl;unicode-bidi:embed;} 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3620803 - Can You Hear Me Scam 
Date: 10/25/2019 04:23 PM 

City/State/Zip: Portland, Oregon 97229 

Company Complaining About: Farmers Insurance 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I received a call from 503-741-2252. The the caller ID said Farmers Insurance. The voice said she 

was a hearings administrator on a recorded line and asked if I could hear her. After I said yes the call 

disconnected. I called the number back, the voice said they were Medicare and asked if I could hear 

her. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3628568 - Phone & Internet - business financial crimes from Greyhound bus 

online reservation 
Date: 10/30/2019 01:53 PM 

City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90013 

Company Complaining About: Charter 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Oct. 30, 2019 

 

 

 

SF, Wed. - 10:23am 

 

 

 

re: SF downtown in terrorism as sending message (voice message) in antenna/wifi/wireless or phone, 

internet, media, TV, radio, or computer to threat before getting on Greyhound bus past 2 days. 

 

 

 

 

 

FCC audit (RE: terrorism threat to low income homeless single adult traveling SF to Los Angeles for 

shelter today, for 2 days in Greyhound corporate with California station in threat), ID theft (RE: 

Greyhound corporate, California Greyhound bus station, SF or Los Angeles Greyhound bus station, 

Los Angeles government, Samsung gang or terrorists, DMV SF, DMV Los Angeles, DMV San Diego, 

with SF.gov) 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Past two days, message was there are assault, battery, stalking rape, and terrorism on Greyhound 

bus in SF downtown. Please investigate to stop these messages from Samsung terrorists, gangs, and 

Chinese Korean as US residents. 

 

Also, stop Greyhound business terrorism, hate crimes, stalking rape, and ID theft terrorism. There is 

also sales tax, surcharge, fee, and fraud from Greyhound bus online reservation this morning. $5 was 

added for ticket printed as pick up added to prepaid Visa purchase few minutes ago.  See online 

confirmation at Greyhound bus reservation, below: 

 

 

 

Thanks, you're all booked  

 



 

 

Total (USD) $37.99 

 

Including taxes and fees  

 

**Online Greyhound info*** 

 

 

 

The above is SF to downtown, leaving today for one single adult to Los Angeles downtown 7th St, in 

changing shelter. I have cut past 5 days in same left foot, below ankle in 4 inch. and threat in abuse 

does not stop at SF CATS drop in center on 211 13th St from homeless women and African illegals 

stalking.  

 

 

 

Investigate to stop fraud, threat, and terrorism business. FCC.gov, 311 SF for reporting online, part of 

your business as USA.gov? I have reported illegal cell phone, and tech equipment past months to 

online 311 sf as also stolen cell phone, laptop, tablet, computer, and accounts. Please investigate to 

stop SF in terrorism. 

 

 

 

2. I received threat from SF.gov from the new major 2016, after death Major Lee as first Asian SF 

Major SF. Please investigate Major Lee and Major Breeze in terrorism crimes, ID theft, financial 

crimes, abuse, disable taxpayer California resident homeless abuse,  fraud, US legal resident ID 

fraud, CA resident fraud, CA taxpayer fraud, SSA ID fraud, California employment records and DMV 

DL fraud, DMV DL or records fraud, bank or bank account with loan fraud, loan and tax fraud, welfare 

insurance and loan fraud, welfare tax and housing loan fraud, SF tax fraud, SF loan and welfare 

insurance fraud,  disable insurance fraud, Calfresh account in fraud and ID fraud, and employment as 

SF major fraud. 

 

 

 

From 2016, Ms. London Breeze as new SF major, sent message not to get on computer at SF EDD 

career center from 8am as I did past years if in SF emergency homeless women's shelter. After Major 

Lee's funeral service at SF City Hall, the message was Africans are now in legal research and on 

computer, and Asian can start late after 10am or 2pm. For years from 2014 and 2015, I was on 

computer from 8am in legal research and reporting crimes in Los Angeles & SF for welfare low 

income homeless terrorism with ID theft. She is not SF major from the message and in threat 

message as terrorism. All these years, I had planned to report to FTC feedback for her threat, but 

was told not to. FTC.gov feedback is in terrorism in SF? This is first time, I am reported London in 

terrorism crimes, threat, and having stalkers after me in assault, aggravated battery, rape, ID theft, 

and disable taxpayer financial crimes in SF. Also, SF did not pay any insurance from WC, SF HSA at 

WC, Worker's Compensation from Sedgwick, and SSA WC past years from 2012. As South Korean 

citizen and US legal resident i-90 alien green card for S. Korea, I would like to investigate African 

terrorism from Breeze as London Breeze in SF. Audit and internal audit SF city hall, and all its guests 



or illegal staff in terrorism crimes. Also, I do not know any African, and not support any African in their 

politics. Africans are illegal terrorists in rape, sex crimes, stalking, and murder in SF and California as 

LA county. 

 

 

 

The new female major London Breeze states as African SF resident growing up, but it is fraud and 

she did not grow up in SF. Her poster is all over SF main public library 3rd floor, and past few years at 

Japantown SF on Post St where there is The Face Shop on 1st floor. Is it peace plaza? Investigate to 

stop all crimes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Enforce phone  cramming in California, for homeless without phone, cell phone, or any permanent 

housing as shelter 13 years, see below: 

 

 

 

-18 U.S. Code § 2331 - Definitions | U.S. Code | US Law | LII ... 

 

https://www.law.cornell.edu › ... › Chapter 113B. TERRORISM 

 

(1) the term “international terrorism” means activities that— ... the Secretary of State under section 

219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1189); or. 

 

Missing: cramming | Must include: cramming 

 

 

 

-[USC02] 18 USC Ch. 113B: TERRORISM - United States Code 

 

https://uscode.house.gov › view › part1 

 

2332b. Acts of terrorism transcending national boundaries. 

 

Missing: cramming | Must include: cramming 

 

 

 

-18 U.S.C. § 2331 - U.S. Code Title 18. Crimes and Criminal ... 

 

https://codes.findlaw.com › us › 18-usc-sect-2331 

 

Read the code on FindLaw. ... 18 U.S.C. § 2331 - U.S. Code - Unannotated Title 18. Crimes and ... 

(1) the term “international terrorism” means activities that--. 

 



Missing: cramming | Must include: cramming 

 

 

 

-18 U.S.C. § 2331 - U.S. Code Title 18. Crimes and Criminal ... 

 

https://codes.findlaw.com › us › 18-usc-sect-2331 

 

Read the code on FindLaw. ... 18 U.S.C. § 2331 - U.S. Code - Unannotated Title 18. Crimes and ... 

(1) the term “international terrorism” means activities that--. 

 

Missing: cramming | Must include: cramming 

 

 

 

-Free Speech after 9/11 - Google Books Result 

 

https://books.google.com › books 

 

Katharine Gelber - 2016 - Political Science 

 

342–5; Ian Cram, Terror and the War on Dissent: Freedom of Expression in the ... 216) and thus is 

not directly analogous to the US's material support provision. .... of Terrorist Organisations under the 

Australian Criminal Code' (Parliament of ... 

 

 

 

-CliffsNotes AP U.S. History Cram Plan 

 

https://books.google.com › books 

 

Melissa Young - 2018 - Study Aids 

 

... reduced income tax rates and expanded the tax code to include shelters in estate, gift, ... As a 

result of the attacks, President Bush declared a “War on Terror,” which ... Although the U.S. 

anticipated a short military engagement in Afghanistan, ... 

 

 

 

-U.S. Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Outlook ... - Gibson Dunn 

 

https://www.gibsondunn.com › us-cybersecurity-and-data-privacy-outlook... 

 

Jan 28, 2019 - Gibson Dunn offers the seventh edition of its U.S. Cybersecurity and Data ... 

telephone company, and “cramming,” imposing unauthorized charges on ...... [267] The plaintiff, 

alleging the code functions as a “wiretap,” brought a ...... or terrorism, or clandestine intelligence 

activities by a foreign power or agent. 

 



 

 

-[PDF]protecting mobile privacy: your smartphones, tablets, cell ... 

 

https://www.judiciary.senate.gov › download › hearing-transcript_-protecti... 

 

Richard Blumenthal, a U.S. Senator from the State of Connecticut, joint letter (April 12 ...... puters in 

our homes and our businesses with malicious code to make them part of a ... of cyber criminals and 

child predators and terrorists and other ma- ...... Cramming more notices onto small screens is alone 

insufficient. We need a ... 

 

 

 

-[PDF]Telemarketing Sales Rule; Final Rule - Federal Trade ... 

 

https://www.ftc.gov › files › documents › reports › dnciareportappenda 

 

Jan 29, 2003 - the Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991. (''TCPA''), 47 ... Terrorism Act (''USA 

PATRIOT Act''). EFFECTIVE .... coverage under the FTC Act. 15 U.S.C. 45(a)(2); but ...... Business: 

Hearings on Web Site Cramming Befo 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3628592 - Phone & Internet - SF City Hall or major's office from 2012 to 2019 
Date: 10/30/2019 01:59 PM 

City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90013 

Company Complaining About: Charter 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Oct. 30, 2019 

 

 

 

SF, Wed. - 10:53am 

 

 

 

note: my message phone number was homeless free message phone only from 

Google SF on 39 Jones St, SF that was with SF HSA welfare office on 1235 Mission St from 2012. 

FCC.gov with Google stated it is under terrorism crimes privacy violation from 2014. I am not using it 

from 2015 in ID theft, stalking terrorism, and illegals rape murder crimes in California. 

 

 

 

re: SF downtown in terrorism as sending message (voice message) in antenna/wifi/wireless or phone, 

internet, media, TV, radio, or computer to threat before getting on Greyhound bus past 2 days. 

 

**I do not have any home or homeless shelter private phone number in SF from 2012 when I first 

came up to live at homeless emergency shelter. I do not also have business phone number. There 

isn't anyone I know at SF city hall, SF.gov, or SF employee/volunteer/security/agent. The telephone 

number 555-555-5555 to state, I do not know SF government employee number but all must be 

investigated. 

 

 

 

 

 

FCC audit (RE: terrorism threat to low income homeless single adult traveling SF to Los Angeles for 

shelter today, for 2 days in Greyhound corporate with California station in threat), ID theft (RE: 

Greyhound corporate, California Greyhound bus station, SF or Los Angeles Greyhound bus station, 

Los Angeles government, Samsung gang or terrorists, DMV SF, DMV Los Angeles, DMV San Diego, 

with SF.gov) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) (6)



1. Past two days, message was there are assault, battery, stalking rape, and terrorism on Greyhound 

bus in SF downtown. Please investigate to stop these messages from Samsung terrorists, gangs, and 

Chinese Korean as US residents. 

 

Also, stop Greyhound business terrorism, hate crimes, stalking rape, and ID theft terrorism. There is 

also sales tax, surcharge, fee, and fraud from Greyhound bus online reservation this morning. $5 was 

added for ticket printed as pick up added to prepaid Visa purchase few minutes ago.  See online 

confirmation at Greyhound bus reservation, below: 

 

 

 

Thanks, you're all booked  

 

 

 

Total (USD) $37.99 

 

Including taxes and fees  

 

**Online Greyhound info*** 

 

 

 

The above is SF to downtown, leaving today for one single adult to Los Angeles downtown 7th St, in 

changing shelter. I have cut past 5 days in same left foot, below ankle in 4 inch. and threat in abuse 

does not stop at SF CATS drop in center on 211 13th St from homeless women and African illegals 

stalking.  

 

 

 

Investigate to stop fraud, threat, and terrorism business. FCC.gov, 311 SF for reporting online, part of 

your business as USA.gov? I have reported illegal cell phone, and tech equipment past months to 

online 311 sf as also stolen cell phone, laptop, tablet, computer, and accounts. Please investigate to 

stop SF in terrorism. 

 

 

 

2. I received threat from SF.gov from the new major 2016, af ter death Major Lee as first Asian SF 

Major SF. Please investigate Major Lee and Major Breeze in terrorism crimes, ID theft, financial 

crimes, abuse, disable taxpayer California resident homeless abuse,  fraud, US legal resident ID 

fraud, CA resident fraud, CA taxpayer fraud, SSA ID fraud, California employment records and DMV 

DL fraud, DMV DL or records fraud, bank or bank account with loan fraud, loan and tax fraud, welfare 

insurance and loan fraud, welfare tax and housing loan fraud, SF tax fraud, SF loan and welfare 

insurance fraud,  disable insurance fraud, Calfresh account in fraud and ID fraud, and employment as 

SF major fraud. 

 

 

 



From 2016, Ms. London Breeze as new SF major, sent message not to get on computer at SF EDD 

career center from 8am as I did past years if in SF emergency homeless women's shelter. After Major 

Lee's funeral service at SF City Hall, the message was Africans are now in legal research and on 

computer, and Asian can start late after 10am or 2pm. For years from 2014 and 2015, I was on 

computer from 8am in legal research and reporting crimes in Los Angeles & SF for welfare low 

income homeless terrorism with ID theft. She is not SF major from the message and in threat 

message as terrorism. All these years, I had planned to report to FTC feedback for her threat, but 

was told not to. FTC.gov feedback is in terrorism in SF? This is first time, I am reported London in 

terrorism crimes, threat, and having stalkers after me in assault, aggravated battery, rape, ID theft, 

and disable taxpayer financial crimes in SF. Also, SF did not pay any insurance from WC, SF HSA at 

WC, Worker's Compensation from Sedgwick, and SSA WC past years from 2012. As South Korean 

citizen and US legal resident i-90 alien green card for S. Korea, I would like to investigate African 

terrorism from Breeze as London Breeze in SF. Audit and internal audit SF city hall, and all its guests 

or illegal staff in terrorism crimes. Also, I do not know any African, and not support any African in their 

politics. Africans are illegal terrorists in rape, sex crimes, stalking, and murder in SF and California as 

LA county. 

 

 

 

The new female major London Breeze states as African SF resident growing up, but it is fraud and 

she did not grow up in SF. Her poster is all over SF main public library 3rd floor, and past few years at 

Japantown SF on Post St where there is The Face Shop on 1st floor. Is it peace plaza? Investigate to 

stop all crimes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Enforce phone  cramming in California, for homeless without phone, cell phone, or any permanent 

housing as shelter 13 years, see below: 

 

 

 

-18 U.S. Code § 2331 - Definitions | U.S. Code | US Law | LII ... 

 

https://www.law.cornell.edu › ... › Chapter 113B. TERRORISM 

 

(1) the term “international terrorism” means activities that— ... the Secretary of State under section 

219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1189); or. 

 

Missing: cramming | Must include: cramming 

 

 

 

-[USC02] 18 USC Ch. 113B: TERRORISM - United States Code 

 

https://uscode.house.gov › view › part1 

 



2332b. Acts of terrorism transcending national boundaries. 

 

Missing: cramming | Must include: cramming 

 

 

 

-18 U.S.C. § 2331 - U.S. Code Title 18. Crimes and Criminal ... 

 

https://codes.findlaw.com › us › 18-usc-sect-2331 

 

Read the code on FindLaw. ... 18 U.S.C. § 2331 - U.S. Code - Unannotated Title 18. Crimes and ... 

(1) the term “international terrorism” means activities that--. 

 

Missing: cramming | Must include: cramming 

 

 

 

-18 U.S.C. § 2331 - U.S. Code Title 18. Crimes and Criminal ... 

 

https://codes.findlaw.com › us › 18-usc-sect-2331 

 

Read the code on FindLaw. ... 18 U.S.C. § 2331 - U.S. Code - Unannotated Title 18. Crimes and ... 

(1) the term “international terrorism” means activities that--. 

 

Missing: cramming | Must include: cramming 

 

 

 

-Free Speech after 9/11 - Google Books Result 

 

https://books.google.com › books 

 

Katharine Gelber - 2016 - Political Science 

 

342–5; Ian Cram, Terror and the War on Dissent: Freedom of Expression in the ... 216) and thus is 

not directly analogous to the US's material support provision. .... of Terrorist Organisations under the 

Australian Criminal Code' (Parliament of ... 

 

 

 

-CliffsNotes AP U.S. History Cram Plan 

 

https://books.google.com › books 

 

Melissa Young - 2018 - Study Aids 

 



... reduced income tax rates and expanded the tax code to include shelters in estate, gift, ... As a 

result of the attacks, President Bush declared a “War on Terror,” which ... Although the U.S. 

anticipated a short military engagement in Afghanistan, ... 

 

 

 

-U.S. Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Outlook ... - Gibson Dunn 

 

https://www.gibsondunn.com › us-cybersecurity-and-data-privacy-outlook... 

 

Jan 28, 2019 - Gibson Dunn offers the seventh edition of its U.S. Cybersecurity and Data ... 

telephone company, and “cramming,” imposing unauthorized charges on ...... [267] The plaintiff, 

alleging the code functions as a “wiretap,” brought a ...... or terrorism, or clandestine intelligence 

activities by a foreign power or agent. 

 

 

 

-[PDF]protecting mobile privacy: your smartphones, tablets, cell ... 

 

https://www.judiciar 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3657383 - Use of my text messaging for marketing without my consent 
Date: 11/13/2019 12:55 PM 

City/State/Zip: Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404 

Company Complaining About: None 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Received text message from 1(855)976-8501 with message: "Pres. Trump: The Impeachment 

Hearings today are a total scam! Let's raise $3 Million in 24 hrs to send a message. Donate NOW for 

2X-Match: bit.ly/2XfKjlb". I did not consent to have text or robodial communications from this 

company/organization. web link goes to winred.com 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3670762 - sports radio hosts consistently taking political positions 
Date: 11/19/2019 08:26 PM 

City/State/Zip: Atlanta, Georgia 30341 

Company Complaining About: Dickey Broadcasting 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
93.7 midday hosts John Kincade and Buck Belew basically criticize each step of the impeachment 

probe, today slurring Rep. Schiff and asking the audience why anyone would pay attention to the 

hearings. They do this consistently...its a sports talk show and this belongs on a labelled political talk 

show with opportunities for opposing points of view to respond. Id doubt they would find time for 

fulfilling that requirement. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3671585 - programming 
Date: 11/20/2019 12:38 PM 

City/State/Zip: Santa Barbara, California 93108 

Company Complaining About: Cox 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
All of the major networks are not allowing for regular programming.  Instead they are forcing everyone 

to watch the hearings or turn off the TV.  Do we live in a communist country with no options what we 

view on the major networks - ABC NBC CBS FOX.  The FCC should make the major networks  take 

turns airing the hearings.  This is very politically one sided if you don't take action to correct this issue, 

then you are aiding in the networks political views.  As a tax payer, I am paying the FCC to sit back 

and let the networks dictate what the public views. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3671690 - Breaking News 
Date: 11/20/2019 12:57 PM 

City/State/Zip: Mukwonago, Wisconsin 53149 

Company Complaining About: All Regular Channels Namely Abc,nbc,fox & Cbs 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Why are we forced to see the "Breaking News" like the impeachment hearings.  Not being able to see 

the regular programs. The stations have optional stations like ABC has their Justice channel and 

these breaking news programs should be on this channel because they are usually old programs 

anyway. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3673290 - Impeachment Hearings 
Date: 11/20/2019 08:13 PM 

City/State/Zip: Little Egg Harbor, New Jersey 08087 

Company Complaining About: Comcast 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Tired of impeachment hearings pre-empting our regular programming. We are missing our daytime 

shows because of these hearings. They need to stop and return to our regular shows. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3674679 - Impeachment Hearings 
Date: 11/21/2019 02:39 PM 

City/State/Zip: Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70810 

Company Complaining About: AT&T 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Consumer is tired of watching the impeachment hearings and cannot watch her shows. 

 

 

 

Consumer wants WAFB to stop the hearings and return to normal programming. 

 

***CTR407-phone*** 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3676615 - FM radio service interruptions 
Date: 11/22/2019 12:38 PM 

City/State/Zip: Town Of James Islands, South Carolina 29412-9306 

Company Complaining About: Local Pbs Fm 89.9 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Prior to the presidential election of 2016, I noted that whenever news or opinion programing, at the 

local PBS stations, 89.9 FM, was dealing negatively with the Republican Party, said station would 

develop a problem that resulted in the lost of reception until said program was finished.  During the 

impeachment hearings, said interruptions occurred again but once the hearings concluded, the 

station came back online.  This seems to be more than a coincidence. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3693663 - Unwanted Special Events Or "Breaking News" Programs 
Date: 12/03/2019 08:28 PM 

City/State/Zip: Bossier City, Louisiana 71111 

Company Complaining About: AT&T 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Dear FCC: 

 

My issue is with television mainstream broadcasting companies like ABC, CBS, NBC, and FOX that 

have local stations also, forcing special events and breaking news coverage of political and sports 

event that many of us viewers may not be interested in and do not want to watch all day. Like the 

IMPEACHMENT HEARINGS. We should have the option of not being forced to view non-emergency 

programs and be able to watch the programs some of us must pay extra for. All local programs aren't 

free and we must pay whether they air or not. We should be given the option of what we want to 

watch that is not an emergency. Please consider this. Thanks 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3694138 - CNN and MSNBC Knocked off the Air Prior to Impeachment 

Hearings 
Date: 12/04/2019 10:46 AM 

City/State/Zip: Canton, Georgia 30114 

Company Complaining About: Comcast 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
At about 9:30 to after 9:45 both CNN (223) and MSNBC (830) were knocked off the air at the same 

time.  The error I get is XRE-03059. I checked and Fox News (837) and Bloomberg (805) as well as 

many other channels were still working.  Please investigate why this happen and see if the cause was 

politically motivated. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3708270 - ABC CBS NBC CNN MSNBC FOX News transmitted HouseSchiff 

hearings LIVE 12/11/19 NO source except CSPAN transmitting LIVE Horowitz hearing 
Date: 12/11/2019 02:23 PM 

City/State/Zip: Sarasota, Florida 34230 

Company Complaining About: Comcast 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
The  public airways are used for selective propaganda when only ONE source of information is 

presented interrupting all other  scheduled programming . The LIVE nonstop Schiff Impeachment 

inquiry hearings  blanketed public airways but today ONLY C-SPAN is presenting LIVE coverage of 

the Senate Horowitz report hearing.  Propaganda is not acceptable,FCC must censure the major TV 

organizations for using OUR airways to invade public privacy with  propaganda 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3709732 - Calling themselves "News" 
Date: 12/12/2019 10:47 AM 

City/State/Zip: Whittier, California 90605 

Company Complaining About: Nbc 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
 

 

NBC News only covers news damaging to Republicans and ignore news damaging Democrats.  2 

and a half weeks of impeachment hearings broadcast all day everyday.  Senate hearing on FISA 

abuse ignored.  No coverage at all.  Can we revoke their license to broadcast since they are not 

acting in the public interest?  Or deny them the right to call what they do "News".  Truth in advertising. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3712274 - Internet availability 
Date: 12/13/2019 01:54 PM 

City/State/Zip: Saint Cloud, Florida 34771 

Company Complaining About: Spectrum 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
 

 

• Consumer feels censorship is involved 

 

• Consumer was watching the impeachment hearings on FOX News 

 

• Internet went out – provider no ETA – only channel affected is FOX News 

 

• Consumer has ROKU to watch, but it’s not live 

 

• Provider could not locate the problem 

 

• Provider wanted consumer to upgrade her cable package – and pay additional $34.00/month 

to have this FOX News channel  

 

• Consumer was not aware that this channel was in her package 

 

• RESOLUTION:     Consumer wants no bias shown.  Consumer wants reliable internet service. 

 

 

 

 

 

***CTR411-phone*** 

 

 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3720631 - Impeachment Hearings 
Date: 12/18/2019 07:17 PM 

City/State/Zip: Little Egg Harbor, New Jersey 08087 

Company Complaining About: Comcast 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
The major networks are severely inconveniencing customers by continually showing impeachment 

coverage. They are depriving us of our regular programming which we pay for and are entitled to. 

They need to stop this continuous coverage which is a witchhunt to begin with, and return our 

programming to which we are entitled. I have missed many regular programs during the day because 

of this non-stop news coverage. It needs to stop TODAY. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3720797 - Coverage of Series Finale  
Date: 12/18/2019 09:37 PM 

City/State/Zip: Bondurant, Iowa 50035 

Company Complaining About: Kcci (des Moines, Iowa - Local Cbs Affiliate) 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
KCCI, our local CBS Affiliate chose to cover impeachment hearings in stead of the culmination of 

Survivor on 12/18/2019. 

 

 

 

They didn't inform their audience of their plans to do so, and didn't even update their audience until it 

was too late to make alternative plans. We've been watching this series for months now, and when 

we try to see the finale, they've chose to cover some partisan political BS!!! We have many, MANY 

ways of hearing, watching, these political actions, but only access to see this show that we've 

consumed advertising for months now to have the rug pulled out from under our feet. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3721036 - Radio host Chuck Bonniwell 
Date: 12/19/2019 10:01 AM 

City/State/Zip: Colorado Springs, Colorado 80918 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I am absolutely horrified and sick to my stomach to hear a radio host comment that he'd rather wish 

for a school shooting than listen to boring impeachment hearings. As a mother with 2 small children in 

school who is terrified in today's society of guns has to hear such hateful and horrific things on our 

local radio. Is this what we have become as a nation. So low that we allow this rhetoric to be the 

norm. So appalled that deaths of children is more fun to report nowadays instead of fixing our gun 

problem and keeping all our children safe. I do not want to hear anything to this likeness ever again 

on the radio period. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3771843 - Interuption of daytime shows 
Date: 01/22/2020 02:59 PM 

City/State/Zip: Vallejo, California 94590-6675 

Company Complaining About: AT&T 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Please do not interup our TV day time shows for impeachment hearings. There are enough news 

stations carrying it. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3779010 - Fox News on Impeachment Hearings 
Date: 01/25/2020 01:04 PM 

City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75206 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Fox News has been censoring the prosecutors side of the senate hearing, and only showing the 

presidents defense. This is dangerous, as it is a news organization distorting the facts. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3779454 - Fox News  
Date: 01/25/2020 07:28 PM 

City/State/Zip: Hawi, Hawaii 96719 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Fox news is showing a blatant disregard to its duty to show news in an non biased way. During the 

impeachment hearings they muted the audio for all the days the Democrats spoke. Now that it is the 

Republicans turn they have the hearing on full screen with audio. This is a blatant slanting of the 

narrative. According to your rules this is an "egregious offense". The American people do not deserve 

to be duped by dishonest media like this. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3782451 - Impeachment Trial  
Date: 01/27/2020 06:36 PM 

City/State/Zip: Columbus, Indiana 47203 

Company Complaining About: Comcast 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
The impeachment hearings are not being covered equally. Democrats has full coverage on every 

major network. President Donald J. Trump’s defense team has not had the same coverage and is 

currently not on ABC, CBS, or C-SPAN. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3783031 - TV Coverage  
Date: 01/28/2020 01:48 AM 

City/State/Zip: Cincinnati, Ohio 45205 

Company Complaining About: Over The Air 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
On Jan 27,2020, The Networks Has Fail to Get the Same amount of Air Time on the Impeachment 

hearings that was given to the Democratic Size.  

 

On the Over the Air and Started Showing their REGULAR Programming that They didn’t do with the 

Democrats. So the Networks need to be Fine.. Cause of the Equal Times Rules that are in Place.  

 

And Like the Democrats, Waiting for My Cut from the Fine, that Should be in Place. And if No Fines, 

Than You (F. C. C. ) need to Pack up your Bags and Go Home, Cause You have No Real Standing 

on Any Rules that you put out. ( Guess the Most Money WINS, Even for You) 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 3792189 - FCC VIOLATION-IMPEACHMENT PROCEEDINGS ACCESS 

HINDERED 
Date: 01/31/2020 01:58 PM 

City/State/Zip: Yuba City, California 95991 

Company Complaining About: Comcast 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I want to report an FCC violation with watching the impeachment trial. I have tried at  least 15 times to 

watch previous recordings of the impeachment trial , only to have my television shut off, kicked out 

the link/app.,  and then not be able to access either the internet or the proceedings again. 

 

 

 

I watch via YouTube and internet television, I don't have cable television, so these events  have 

utterly blocked me from watching 90% of the impeachment proceedings.  I have tried to watch via the 

CNN, PBS, & CBS links. 

 

 

 

When my television is shut off I am not able to access my internet television again for hours at a time. 

 

It also logs me out of my Prime Video and when I try to log back into this application at the 'sign in 

and start watching'  it will  not allow me to even do this for hours at a time.   

 

 

 

Then, after several hours  have passed, without me doing anything, I suddenly have  internet 

connection again  on my television and I'm logged back I to my Prime Video  channel.   

 

 

 

I believe this is yet another way the Trump administration is blocking the American public to have 

access to  previously recorded impeachment proceedings. Most Americans work during the day and 

have to watch previous recordings of the hearings.  How can we be informed of the proceedings 

when we are being blocked, our televisions are being sent some sort of signal to either shut it down 

or actually in Iog  us out of our internet television subscription service?   

 

 

 

This is a violation of my rights to have unhindered access to public television.  Not only that, but it 

feels tantamount to Trump actually reaching  his hand into my home  and shutting off my television 

and  blocking access to the internet!  I am asking that you please find out what is happening.  I am 

asking you to report to whomever you feel needs to know, including  reporting these incidents too 

your fellow senators at the impeachment proceeding.  This is such an urgent matter as the hearing 



may be in it's last days.  Thank you for your time and consideration to this important matter in 

advance.  Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns regarding this matter. 

 

 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4069499 - WOW Covid-19 Complaint  
Date: 07/06/2020 03:23 PM 

Company Complaining About: Wow 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Ajit Pai, Chairman , FCC Commission 

Dear Mr.Pai: 

As a follow-up of my conversation as to one of MMC Groupe Division entities ARCADEL , where our 

Midwest Executive for USA operating remotely due to COVID pandemic and set up Wow service in 

February 2020 for ARCADEL Corp , Unit of MMC groupe, (just before COVID pandemic burst out) 

As directed , I am filing this formal complaint on behalf of our company to be docketed , against Wow! 

a/k/ a WideOpenWest Finance , LLC owned by Avista Capital partners. 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, and the challenges that many American Businesses (and 

Americans) are facing , FCC had set stipulations and guidelines required to be followed by the 

Broadband, Cable and Telephone companies, which include: 

1. not terminate service to any residential or small business customers because of their inability to 

pay their bills due to the disruptions caused by the coronavirus pandemic; 

2. waive any late fees that any residential or small business customers incur because of their 

economic circumstances related to the coronavirus pandemic; and 

3. open its Wi-Fi hotspots to any American who needs them. 

In direct and deliberate violation of the FCC Regulations, Guidelines, WOW recently charged late 

fees even though there has been no late payments and the account is current, nothing past due. 

Even assuming any late fees, per Wow own letter below sent to customers (see below) no late fees to 

be charged and service won’t be discontinued due to COVID Pandemic. This harassment and abuse 

is now viewed as false advertisement pursuant to precedent set by U.S Supreme court ; Federal 

courts; Illinois Supreme court cases: Kellerman v. MCI Telecommunications Corp. 112 Ill. 2d 428 (Ill. 

1986); “causes of action for breaches of duties distinguishable from those created under the Act." ( 

Comtronics, Inc. v. Puerto Rico Telephone Co. (1st Cir. 1977), 553 F.2d 701, 708.); Ashley v. 

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. (W.D. Tex. 1976), 410 F. Supp. 1389, United States v. Western 

Pacific R.R. Co. (1956), 352 U.S. 59, 64, 1 L.Ed.2d 126, 132, 77 S.Ct. 161, 165.) 

We reported to Wow! the illegitimate late fees, and instead of apologizing , a perverted sadist named 

Jill Stark at Wow! doubled down on their abuse and fraudulent business practices by threats to 

interrupt service for no valid just cause or reason; no written notice of such interruption as required 

under FCC, other than a passing reference made in an one sentence E mail that they sent an intent 

to discontinue services. NOTHING AS TO SUCH THREAT LETTER RECEIVED. U.S . Supreme 

court repeatedly penalized such backhand tactics by utility companies. Jackson v. Metropolitan 

Edison Co. 419 U.S. 345 (1974) ‘ utility company violated the law in terminating service” . Pollak v. 

Public Utilities Co. v., 343 U.S. 451; Burton v. Wilmington , 365 U.S. 715 . 

FCC filed amicus curiae briefs in Supreme court on antitrust law suits against utility companies like 

Wow for similar abuse of customers. Washington Gas Light Co. v. Virginia Electric Power Co., 438 

F.2d 248, 250-252 (CA4 1971); Gas Light Co. of Columbus v. Georgia Power Co., 440 F.2d 1135, 

1138-1140 (CA5 1971). 

United States Supreme court has written thousands precedent opinions sanctioning, penalizing and 

even referring to Attorney General for criminal prosecution of utility companies for abuse of customers 

with disconnecting essential , much needed utility services.. Internet and Phone services service, 

which has now become a necessity of life over a decade , and more so under the COVID Pandemic 



circumstances , “ is an entitlement which under our decisions may not be taken lightly without the 

requirements of procedural due process” . Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67, 80 (1972); Goldberg v. 

Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970); Palmer v. Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc., 479 F.2d 153 (CA6 1973). “ due 

process would require advance notice of a proposed termination with a clear indication that a 

responsible company official can readily be contacted to consider any claim of error” . Jackson v. 

Metropolitan Edison Co. 419 U.S. 345, 373 (1974) 

Nevertheless, since this threat though cavalierly made as a passing reference, is a very serious 

emotionally stressful threat, we have also taken legal recourse per U,.S Supreme Court precedent 

case which allow us to sue the unscrupulous carrier Wow! without waiting for an agency like the FCC 

process exhausted, though we are simultaneously seeking remedies through FCC through formally 

filing this complaint . “courts should not relinquish their authority over a matter to the agency” Nader v. 

Allegheny Airlines, Inc. (1976), 426 U.S. 290, 304, 48 L.Ed.2d 643, 655, 96 S.Ct. 1978, 1987.We 

have a Preliminary injunction hearing in end August in the law suit seeking injunction , (as all regular 

court business are suspended due to COVUD, except for Emergency hearings). We have served 

Wow with a Restraining order granting injunctive relief till end of August . However due to Wow 

threats , we are also in the process of setting a hearing on the Rule to show cause to hold Wow 

employee Jill Stark, Teresa Elder and Leslie Brinson in criminal contempt of court and to have 

warrants issued for their arrest. [we have blocked any E mail communications from Wow! to all pour E 

mail addresses for any foul play as to have sent any notices, backdating or fabricating to def raud the 

court] Filing of this complaint as told us by FCC counsel , also serve as an “injunction” , as Wow is 

required to respond within 90 days and until a final resolution and decision by FCC, Wow! is barred,, 

prohibited for disconnecting, or otherwise interrupting service in any form , shape or manner. 

We are not going to expose our employee working remotely to the danger of life threatening COVID 

virus contracted by allowing any cable /telephone company sent to our employee residence for new 

installation which requires prolonged hours of indoor presence . Besides, cable companies are NOT 

sending installers to premises and services like land line telephone lines/ Cable Modem requires 

sending install crew physically dispatched to setup service. So that left us with “Hobson’s choice” but 

to continue to with Wow for next several months since the only two major competitors who provide 

landline phone and internet services are essentially not undertaking new installation which requires 

technician dispatch. 

United States Attorney General has issued an Executive order that it makes a Federal Crimes 

punishable by ten years in Prison, for anyone viciously cause harm and to subject anyone to the risk 

of COVID virus . We have no intent to discontinue with Wow now and also to continue beyond 

December 2020, hoping that a vaccine for COVID would be made available by then . But for now we 

need this time at least till December to switch to competitor. 

We seek a Cease & Desist Order from FCC warning Wow! To cease from any threats of 

disconnection or otherwise cause any interruption of service. 

Filing of this complaint with FCC and noticed by certified E mail to the respondents/defendants as 

shown in the Distribution list mandates and legally required of Wow! to CEASE from indulging in any 

efforts to disconnect or otherwise interrupt service. 

Section 503 - allows the FCC to impose forfeitures for willful or repeated violations of the 

Communications Act, the Commission's rules, regulations, or related orders, as well as for violations 

of the terms and conditions of any license, certificate, or other Commission authorization, among 

other things (47 U.S.C. § 503). 

We also request for a Federal criminal investigation on Wow! as we have credible evidence that 

Wow! violated the Federal TCPA act by disseminating confidential information in violation of TCPA 

and Privacy Act. 

With best regards, 



 

 

Justice Clinic LLP 

Legal Dept of MMC Groupe of Companies AG ,Germany 

Below is the E mail excerpts from Teresa elder , who claims to be 

(b) (6)



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4110086 - wi-fi, 5G antenas in public parks 
Date: 07/24/2020 03:57 PM 

City/State/Zip: Sacramento, California 95851 

Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I have recently became aware that the City of Sacramento signed a partnership with Verizon and 

installed wi-fi and 5G in a few public parks in Sacramento, California, with a plan to install such 

devices in all public Sacramento parks.  As 5G seems to be 30 to 300GHz, 100 times than the 

present 4G, I learned on irda.org that this has very bad consequences for the human health, 

especially for children. 

 

City of Sacramento did this without holding public hearings and without safety studies.  This is against 

the US Constitution and human rights.   

 

I request that FCC  stops the City from installing further 5G wi-fi or any wi-fi in public parks or any 

public places, takes down the wi-fi 5G already there, until there are safety studies performed and fda 

and cdc approves these based on independent safety studies, not financed by the mobile telephone 

companies or nonprofits that cater to these interests to our detriment. 

 

There are quite a few state and federal laws City of Sacramento violated in installing wi-fi 5G, 

probably experimental, in parks and public places.  One of them is 24/7 surveillance without a 

warrant.  

 

Thank you very much for your attention in this matter. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4128217 - Trump related emails 
Date: 08/02/2020 04:00 PM 

City/State/Zip: Katonah, New York 10536 

Company Complaining About: AT&T 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I am finding that nearly all of the solicitations for donation from Trump, Donald Trump Jr, Newt 

Gingrich and nearly all other Republican or Conservative oriented matters are REPEATEDLY going 

into my junk mail. 

 

 

 

This needs to stop now. It is not possible that these communications are being mistaken for trash. 

What can be done about this? The FCC should immediately hold hearings under whatever authority 

they have to end this. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4204031 - Insufficient internet speeds 
Date: 09/03/2020 04:38 PM 

City/State/Zip: Liberty Hill, Texas 78642 

Company Complaining About: AT&T 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
With the switch to remote working as a result of COVID-19, the internet speeds have proven to be 

inadequate. Internet speeds (12 up/1 down) are not conducive my work requirements to participate in 

hearings over Zoom. I have contacted A&T multiple times over the years to ask for speed capacity to 

be increased. I would like AT&T to offer me download speed of 25 mbps and upload speed of 5 

mbps. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4332330 - Censoring by Spectrum of Cable Functions with FOX NEWS 
Date: 10/27/2020 08:27 PM 

City/State/Zip: Honolulu, Hawaii 96818 

Company Complaining About: Spectrum 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
For a couple weeks, the "Start Over" function appears to be Censored by Spectrum.  There are about 

15 Channels that have this function, where you can Restart a Program to view it from the start.  About 

a week ago during FOX NEWS-Tucker Carlson show, this functioned showed "Not Available" on all 

channels. I called Spectrum and it started working about an hour later, after the Carlson show was 

done.  Today, 10-27-20, the Start Over functioned, again showed Not Available; this was during a 

Trump Rally airing. Once the rally was over and the next program with M. MacCallum began, the 

Start Over feature worked again. 

 

This feature has been tampered with earlier in the year, during Congressional Hearings, during the 

political Conventions, and specific FOX NEWS Programs like Tucker Carlson or S. Hannity.  

 

I would like these broadcasters investigated as Censorship cannot continue in the United States.  I 

have already contacted FOX NEWS. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4337198 - Unreliable internet service from Suddenlink 
Date: 10/29/2020 03:35 PM 

City/State/Zip: Georgetown, Texas 78626 

Company Complaining About: Sudden Link 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I would like to ask the FCC to perform an investigation on service and reliability of Sudden Link 

internet service in Georgetown, TX. My entire community of Wolf Ranch is experiencing random data 

slowdowns and hours-long outages with Suddenlink, which is our only provider option here.  Working 

from home and educating our kids by zoom is becoming more difficult by the day. Multiple attempts 

have been made by homeowners to demand resolution from Suddenlink, and multiple hearings have 

been held by our city council. Nothing ever improves and our ability to work and educate our children 

is seriously damaged by this egregiously unreliable company.  I was led to believe that by purchasing 

a business account I would receive higher speeds and priority data service. However, on a recent 

visit, a Sudden Link tech told me that my connection is no different than a standard home internet 

connection. They just lie endlessly and continue to collect their monopoly profits because they know 

no other company will spend the money on infrastructure to service this small community. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4338601 - Application of Section 230 to social media entities 
Date: 10/30/2020 09:54 AM 

City/State/Zip: Gales Ferry, Connecticut 06335 

Company Complaining About: Comcast 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Dear Madam or Sir: 

 

Assuming that you are the organization that would address violations of Section 230 protecting social 

media from lawsuits relating to false, libelous, bias, etc. content.  While Congressional hearings are 

always entertaining, they accomplish nothing.  If there is any reason to remove the "platform" 

protection from Facebook and Twitter, it was the recent revelations regarding the Biden family.  I urge 

you to act immediately and allow the courts to resolve any clarity issues in the statute. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4351495 - Century Link Internet Poor Internet service/inconsistent internet 

service/no internet service 
Date: 11/05/2020 12:15 PM 

City/State/Zip: Ragley, Louisiana 70657 

Company Complaining About: Centurylink 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Century Link Inernet Service is laughable at best, infuriating more like it!!! In Southwest Louisiana, 

where both Category 4 Hurricane Laura hit followed 6 weeks later with Category 2 Hurricane Delta 

hit, its been nearly 8 weeks we’ve been out of Internet 😳😳 we’ve only been without power for a 

total of 4 weeks, some longer. But CenturyLink is just about as horrible as Suddenlink 

Communications is at this time!!! And they are conducting Senate hearings about them!! Perhaps, 

CenturyLink needs to be added to their Hearing list??🤯 

 

I finally received service on October 2nd, only to be without service again 5 days later.  Here it is yet, 

another month later, and NO internet service and when I called them? I was only able to speak to a 

customer service representative in the Philippines???? They absolutely REFUSED to transfer me to a 

United States representative. Explain why a US owned and operated company doing business in the 

United States will NOT let you speak with a Customer Service Representative in the United States  - 

the ONLY customer service representatives they ALLOW you to speak with are in the 

Philippines!!!!!!!! 

 

Well, they ended up finally putting in a ticket, and will be here to fix my service December 7th - WOW  

 

I did get a credit for 2 months service lost, however, we absolutely have NO OTHER INTERNET 

CHOICES in this are. 

 

 

 

I am NOT the only one /customer this is affecting, there are thousands of others. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4362002 - FCC Complaint 
Date: 11/10/2020 08:13 AM 

City/State/Zip: Grayson, Georgia 30017 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
The FCC prohibits broadcasting false information if the broadcaster knows the information will cause 

substantial public harm if aired. All major news networks have been informed of the wide spread voter 

fraud that has occurred in multiple states. They are aware of imminent court hearings regarding this 

and YET they are falsely claiming that no crime has been committed and that Joe Biden is president-

elect. This will absolutely cause massive amounts of public harm when the court decisions are settled 

and President Trump remains in office for four more years AS WE HAVE SEEN all year with the 

rioting and looting. Major news networks, who have falsely reported that there has been no crime, are 

now responsible for the massive civil unrest that will follow. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4365657 - Erroneous and misleading broadcasting 
Date: 11/10/2020 08:09 PM 

City/State/Zip: Schenectady, New York 12303 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
To whom it may concern, 

 

 

 

I'm reaching out to make you aware that there have been numerous news stations that have reported 

erroneous and misleading information about the status of the president-elect. As we know, the 

election has not been certified and, likely, multiple Court hearings are pending. In the interim news 

stations such as Fox News, CNN, MSNBC, etc have reported misleading statements to the public 

suggesting ex Vice President Biden is the president-elect. I find this information can potentially be 

harmful to the public as tensions are high in this country as a result of the aforementioned election. 

Since the outcome of the election is not yet known it is irresponsible for news organizations "fuel the 

fire," so to speak.  

 

 

 

Thank you for your time and best regards. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4367186 - Media misleading and biased about election results that could lead 

to violence 
Date: 11/11/2020 03:15 PM 

City/State/Zip: Saint Petersburg, Florida 33713 

Company Complaining About: Fox News, Cnn, Ap, Msnbc, Nbc 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I am writing this due to the vast election fraud and media complicity in claiming a win, aka Projecting, 

for Biden when the certified vote was not called followed by them covering up by firing anyone who 

spoke against this that led many to beleive there was a winner before the court hearings and counts 

were complete.  When the true winner is announced and it is not the same they declared, it will be 

mass rioting and upset with the people and question to the electoral process.  The media is only 

covering Biden and not President Trump whose representatives have been cut off and gas lighted to 

the public further complicating the end results being accepted by their audience.  Additionally they 

covered an acceptance speech from the uncertified declaration from the mainstream media.  Many 

feel this is a media coup that does not allow the truth and transparency but shows up as an Orwelian 

reminder of 1984.  We demand these rules be made iron clad so propaganda cannot have sway with 

the violent factions we have seen covered up by the very same media who cave to the liberal bias of 

their owners and the financial bias of those who pay their ads who have a weighted outcome if their 

candidate of choice wins or loses... (Big Pharma would prefer Biden over President Trump since he is 

going after them as well as China.         Please review 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1326568535762497536 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4388056 - Main Stream Lie 
Date: 11/21/2020 07:39 AM 

City/State/Zip: Taylors, South Carolina 29687 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Please stop the lies. The main stream media doesn't say who the president is going to be. And yet 

the insist on tell people that know no better that former vise president Biden is the president elect. HE 

IS NOT YET. There are still court hearings coming for fraud and cheating. Stares are still recounting 

all legal votes. Please stop the lies. Let the FC. be the voice of truth. 

 

 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4390980 - MEDIA 
Date: 11/23/2020 03:07 PM 

City/State/Zip: Berlin, Wisconsin 54923 

Company Complaining About: Centurylink 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nUZekJ3pfM&t=1412s 

 

That is the address which Glenn Beck explains the TRUTH WITH DOCUMENTS! about Biden and 

others including his son Hunter. I am digging deep to find out a way to sue you and the media for 

FALSE information regarding our country. CNN, ABC, NBC, MSNBC, plus have been LYING to the 

people and Biden ISN'T even eligible to run for president! He's a criminal. The public needs NEWS to 

be news. If those outlets I've mentioned display "Opinion" it's different. They continue to lie about 

facts, spewing that they have the facts. They continue to call our President a lier with NOTHING to 

show that. They had assisted with the fabricated lies about Russia collusion for over FOUR YEARS!! 

NO EVIDENCE NO WHISTLEBLOWER AND HIDDEN HEARINGS. How can the FCC allow this?? 

you MUST enforce these outlets to be labled OPINION STATIONS and NOT THE NEWS!!!! This is 

very dangerous and has caused harm to me and my family. My daughter hears this all day at work 

and will no talk to me because of the lies on the so called NEWS. I worry about Kyle Rittenhouse 

because they are saying he is a white supremacist!! COULDN'T BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH! 

STOP ALLOWING THESE MEDIA FROM HARMING  OUR COUNTRY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4416884 - Mainstream Media distorting the news in violation of FCC 

regulations 
Date: 12/06/2020 01:51 PM 

City/State/Zip: Paradise Valley, Arizona 85253 

Company Complaining About: Abc, Cbs, Nbc, Cnn 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN and other networks are distorting the news when reporting about the lawsuits 

filed regarding election fraud.  They repeatedly say there is no evidence when in fact to the contrary 

there was evidence submitted, such as the evidence that was presented at the various State 

legislature hearings.  Please investigate this distorting of news. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4416893 - Distorted broadcast news 
Date: 12/06/2020 01:58 PM 

City/State/Zip: Paradise Valley, Arizona 85253 

Company Complaining About: Abc, Nbs, Cbs, Cnn, Fox 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN and other networks are distorting the news when reporting about the lawsuits 

pending regarding election fraud.  They repeatedly say there is no evidence when in fact there is 

evidence submitted as was presented at the various State legislature hearings.  Please investigate 

this distorting of news. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4439130 - COMPLAINT AGAINST YELP.COM 
Date: 12/16/2020 09:47 AM 

City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10005 

Company Complaining About: Yelp.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Yelp is deliberately and continuously keeping up fake client reviews from fake clients simply because 

they have many friends/reviews, even when those reviews contain death threats, threats, 

harassment, aggravated harassment, from known criminals and violent criminals who our law firm 

has represented such as Vincenzo Innaco and others, these threats containing threats against me 

personally, my law firm staff, and my family. This is not only against their own Terms of Service, but 

also is going to lead to one of us getting either hurt or killed. When we complain Yelp simply mocks 

and ignores us, even when we present them with official NYPD police reports. It's almost like Yelp's 

executive board and staff want us to get either hurt or killed. Please help us to remove those 

threatening, harassing, violent "reviews" in both the visible and "not recommended" review sections 

which are also visible to the public. It’s also obvious that Jeremy Stoppelman’s Yelp.com is slanted 

and geared (in our opinion and observation) to helping his fellow Jewish and left-wing, socialist, 

communist ANTIFA/BLM-linked businesses (and those that kiss their ass while slamming and 

destroying conservative or Christian or right wing businesses by hiding their good reviews, while 

boldly displaying a few of their bad reviews (most being fake reviews, by fake clients, with fake 

accounts or by Black Hat SEO reputation assassins). In our case, for example, we have 42 good 

reviews, but they are all hidden as “not recommended.” Meanwhile Yelp blasts and showcases 2 

severely abusive, ad hominem, personal attack “reviews” by non-clients, or those not even having a 

personal experience. This is Yelp’s business model, and we can only hope that the recent U.S. 

Department of Justice Big Tech Anti-Trust Hearings will manage to sweep Jeremy Stoppelman and 

his con-artist company up in their Sherman Act vacuum as well. Hopefully not only will massive civil 

fines be levied, but criminal charges, indictments, and long prison sentences for him and his Board of 

Directors as well. Furthermore their con-artist saleswoman Samantha Ortiz signed me up for 

features/stuff that I never remember agreeing to, leading to them charging me more than $450 and 

then another $270 within a few weeks. I still don’t know how to get rid of their bogus and fraudulent 

daily/weekly/monthly charges, as they make it impossible to understand how one is charged, other 

than deleting my entire account, as these people are more like cancer or a virus, then an online 

marketing business. Please tell them to stop charging/billing me; and start showing my hidden 

overwhelmingly positive reviews, while removing the fake, abusive, ad hominem, personally 

attacking, non-relevant negative reviews. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4444060 - KDVR continues to have poor captioning 
Date: 12/18/2020 10:21 AM 

City/State/Zip: Englewood, Colorado 80113 

Company Complaining About: Fox31 Denver Kdvr-tv 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
KDVR's captioning as well as their sister station KWGN continue to have problems with their 

captioning.  

 

 

 

While the station's efforts to improve the quality of their captioning system is welcome and 

appreciated, the quality of their captions at the present time does not seem to meet the FCC's 

guidelines for quality, accurate captioning, especially at a time when so many are relying on their 

local newscasts and press briefings to stay up to date on COVID-19 developments. With KDVR being 

a station regulated to have accurate realtime captions (not the electronic newsroom technique), it is 

held to the same captioning standards that the overwhelming majority of TV content is held to, 

including national programming. I firmly believe that if the FCC believes KDVR's current captioning is 

within compliance, then it is not upholding the integrity of its caption quality guidelines and is 

accepting captioning quality that is inferior to industry standards. 

 

 

 

The following recording of KDVR Fox 31 News was captured May 12, 2020 at around 8:32 AM MT: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MBSsZ_LYKdQ 

 

 

 

The sample includes portions of Dr. Anthony Fauci speaking via webcam, a reporter speaking clearly 

for about a minute, followed by an exchange with the anchors. I analyzed the captions in the three-

minute clip and found that nearly every sentence had either an incorrect word, a missing word, 

missing/incorrect punctuation, run-on sentences that should be more than one sentence, 

missing/incorrect speaker IDs, or a combination of aforementioned errors. In fact, out of the 15 

sentences the captions produced in that time frame, only three were error-free. Also keep in mind that 

there were 42 sentences spoken in total, but due to missing punctuation, the captions only 

represented 21. 

 

 

 

Below is a breakdown of the transcript's errors. Note that the "sentences" represent caption 

sentences, not actual spoken sentences. 

 

 

 

Sentences with errors: 15 



 

Sentences with word errors: 12 

 

Sentences with two or more word errors: 7 

 

Sentences with four or more word errors: 6 

 

Sentences with five or more word errors: 3 

 

Sentences with seven or more word errors: 2 

 

Sentences with 11 or more word errors: 1 

 

Sentences with missing words: 6 

 

Sentences with punctuation errors: 14 

 

Incorrect/missed speaker change: 6 

 

Sentences representing more than one sentence: 9 

 

Sentences representing more than two sentences: 7 

 

Sentences representing more than three sentences: 3 

 

Sentences representing more than seven sentences: 1 

 

More than one sentence representing one sentence: 3 

 

Sentences representing more than one speaker: 2 

 

Sentences without errors: 3 

 

Total caption sentences: 21 

 

 

 

Actual spoken sentences: 42 

 

 

 

YOU HAVE A TRIAL MOVED VERY QUICKLY (period) ON JANUARY 10TH THE SEQUENCE WAS 

KNOWN. 

 

 

 

(missing) JANUARY 11TH, THE VACCINE RESEARCH CENTER next TO DEVELOP A PLAN 

(period) ON THE 14TH OF JANUARY (comma) WE OFFICIALLY STARTED THE VACCINE 



DEVELOPMENT (period) 62 DAYS LATER, WE have NOW IN PHASE ONE CLINICAL TRIAL WITH 

THE 2 DOES ALREADY FULLY enroll. 

 

 

 

it WILL BE ANIMAL SAFETY. 

 

 

 

THE PHASE, (no comma) ONE WILL DIRECTLY going to face 2, 3, IN LATE SPRING (missing) 

EARLY SUMMER. 

 

 

 

AND IF WE ARE SUCCESSFUL, WE HOPE TO KNOW THAT IN THE LATE FALL AND EARLY 

WINTER. 

 

 

 

THERE was SOME IMPORTANT ISSUES, HOWEVER (comma) IN COVID-19 VACCINE 

DEVELOPMENT. 

 

 

 

WE HAVE MANY candidate i HOPE TO HAVE MULTIPLE WINNERS. 

 

 

 

IN OTHER WORDS, IT’S MULTIPLE SHOTS ON GOAL. 

 

 

 

THIS WILL BE IMPORTANT BECAUSE THIS WOULD BE GOOD FOR GLOBAL AVAILABILITY. (no 

period) 

 

 

 

IF WE HAVE MORE THAN ONE SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATE. 

 

 

 

WE ALSO (comma) AS THE CHAIRMAN MENTIONED (comma) we’ll BE PRODUCING that scene 

AT RISK (comma) WHICH MEANS WE’LL BE INVESTIGATING CONSIDERABLE RESOURCES IN 

DEVELOPING does EVEN BEFORE WE KNOW ANY good and candid (speaker change) figures like 

RIGHT NOW FROM DOCTOR ANTHONY FAUCI (comma) OF COURSE (comma) that THE HEAD 

OF (dash) THE FACE OF THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC (comma) IF YOU WILL (comma) BEEN 

SPEAKING WITH THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION (period) WE SEE in EVERY DAY AT THE 

WHITE HOUSE BRIEFINGS WHEN WE HEAR FROM THE WHITE HOUSE NOW. 



 

 

 

>> (same speaker) WE WANT TO HEAR MORE FROM DOCTOR ANTHONY FAUCI BECAUSE HE 

GAVE THE NEW YORK TIMES A PREVIEW OF WHAT HIS MESSAGE WILL BE (period) HE IS 

GOING TO TELL THE SENATE COMMITTEE THAT THE COUNTRY RISKED (comma) QUOTE 

(comma) NEEDLESS SUFFERING AND DEATH of STATES OPEN UP TOO QUICKLY, (period) HE 

WROTE IN HIS EMAIL TO THE TIMES it is SKIPPING OVER CHECKPOINTS in GUIDELINES FOR 

REOPENING RISKS MULTIPLE OUTBREAKS. (no period) 

 

 

 

NATIONWIDE (period) SO THIS IS PART OF HIS STATEMENT RIGHT NOW (period) ONCE AGAIN 

(comma) THIS IS VERY UNPRECEDENTED (period) WE’RE SEEING THIS SENATE COMMITTEE 

HEARING RIGHT NOW IN WASHINGTON (comma) DC (period) ONLY A FEW MEMBERS OF THE 

COMMITTEE THERE ON THE FLOOR (comma) MANY MEMBERS USING ZOOM OR (missing) 

CONFERENCE CALL FROM THEIR HOMES (period) are EXPECTED TO HEAR FROM SEVERAL 

DIFFERENT WITNESSES DOCTOR (comma) ANTHONY FAUCI THE FIRST OF WHICH (period) 

HE’S SUPPOSED TO SPEAK FOR 5 MINUTES (comma) AND THEN WE’LL HEAR FROM OTHER 

TOP HEALTH OFFICIALS IN THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION. 

 

 

 

NOW (comma) THIS IS STREAMING LIVE RIGHT NOW ON OUR WEBSITE (comma) KDVR DOT 

COM (comma) IF YOU WANT TO WATCH IT. 

 

 

 

ALSO THE FOX 31 APP AND THE FACEBOOK PAGE. 

 

 

 

BUT WE’RE LISTENING IN (comma) KEEPING AN EYE ON WHAT DOCTOR ANTHONY FAUCI 

HAS TO SAY (period) ANYTHING COMES UP THAT YOU GUYS SHOULD KNOW ABOUT 

(comma) will CERTAINLY BRING IT TO YOU THROUGHOUT THE SHOW. 

 

 

 

BUT ONCE AGAIN (comma) IF YOU WANT TO WATCH IT LIVE (comma) YOU CAN DO SO ON 

OUR WEBSITE. (no period) 

 

 

 

RIGHT NOW (period) REPORTING LIVE FROM HOME THIS MORNING, DREW ENGELBART 

(comma) FOX (missing) (speaker change) that WILL SAY IT’S VERY INTERESTING that ONLY the 

OF COURSE a LISTEN TO WHAT HE SAYS BUT TO SEE HIM DOING IT FROM THE can mind OF 

HIS OWN HOME CONSIDERING THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF WHAT’S HAPPENING THERE 

RIGHT NOW (comma) YOU KNOW (comma) DREW. 



 

 

 

>> YEAH (comma) AND YOU COULD SEE JUST THE SHOT JUST A MOMENT AGO THE 

COMMITTEE (comma) THEY WERE VERY SPREAD OUT (period) to YOU HAVE THEIR SEATS 

NEXT TO EACH OTHER (period) WE’VE SEEN MANY SENATE COMMITTEE HEARINGS (period) 

THEY’RE ALL SITTING NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 

 

 

 

>> (same speaker) THEY’VE SET UP PORTABLE TABLES WITH SHEETS OVER THEM (comma) 

AND THEY’RE ALL 6 FEET APART, (period) THIS IS ANOTHER WITNESS SPEAKING RIGHT 

NOW (comma) ROBERT REDFIELD (period) SO (missing) BE INTERESTING TO SEE WHAT THEY 

HAVE TO SAY (period) so in a GRIM WARNING FROM DOCTOR FAUCI (comma) NOT wanted TO 

OPEN IN THE COUNTRY TOO SOON. 

 

 

 

let’s SEE WHAT THE OTHER WITNESSES SAY (speaker change) YEAH (comma) OPTICS OF 

THE ESSENSE (comma) OF COURSE (comma) A LOT OF PEOPLE will WATCHING HIM FOR THE 

EXACT THING THAT THAT (stuttering not cleaned up) THEY’RE TALKING ABOUT SO (speaker 

change) (missing) THEY HAVE A WELL PLACED A BOTTLE OF SANITISER (missing) LYSOL 

WIPES SITTING THERE ON THE TABLE AS WELL (period) DREW (comma) WE’LL CHECK BACK 

IN AS 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4465591 - MARK ZUCKERBURG TERMINATE SECTION 230 
Date: 01/04/2021 01:11 PM 

City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75254 

Company Complaining About: Facebook New Cnn Nbc Fox News Ny Times Abc 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
USE THE AMISTAD PROJECT FBI INVESTIGATION INTO THE VOTER FRAUD DONE BY MARK 

ZUCKERBURG $400 MILLION POURED ILLEGALLY INTO THE KEY SWING STATES IN 

PENNSYLVANIA MICHIGAN GEORGIA NEVADA ARIZONA WISCONSIN. THESE ILLEGAL 

PRIVATE CHARITIES OF MARK ZUCKERBURG ARE CHILD PORNOGRAPHY HUMAN 

TRAFFICKING DEALS MARK ZUCKERBURG HAS WITH CHINA COMMUNISTS CEFC DEALS 

INVOLVED DIRECTLY TO JOE BIDEN VOTER FRAUD CRIMINAL ORGANIZATION. THIS 

ILLEGAL $400 MILLION OF MARK ZUCKERBURG WAS USED TO PAY OFF BRIBERY TO 

JUDGES IN THESE COURTS IN THESE CONTESTED STATES PURCHASED THESE ILLEGAL 

VOTER RIGGING MACHINES OF DOMINION HIRED THESE BRIBED PUBLIC OFFICIALS 

CORRUPTED BRIBED POLL WATCHERS PAID FOR THESE COUNTING WAREHOUSES 

BOUGHT OUT THE WORKERS IN THESE VOTING PRECINCTS TO INSTRUCT THEM HOW TO 

CHEAT FOR JOE BIDEN AND KAMALA HARRIS ILLEGALLY DUMPING MILLIONS OF 

FRAUDULENT BALLOTS DROP BOXES WITH FAKE BALLOTS FORGERY MASSIVE ELECTION 

FRAUD ILLEGAL BALLOTS COUNTED NO IDENTITIES FAKE NAMES FICTITIOUS ADDRESSES 

FALSE BIRTHDATES ETC MASSIVE ELECTION FRAUD ILLEGAL CRIMINAL ACTS USED THAT 

VIOLATIONS OF NATIONAL SECURITY STATE LAWS ON ELECTION CODE VIOLATIONS OF 

THE CONSTITUTION. MARK ZUCKERBURG INSTRUCTED AND FORCED THOSE HE BRIBED 

DICTATED CITY OF PHILADELPHIA AND CHOOSE THE STAFF HE BOUGHT OFF TO PERFORM 

ILLEGAL CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES OF VOTER FRAUD SWORN TESTIMONY THOUSANDS CAME 

FORWARD IN SENATE HEARINGS OF VOTER IRREGULARITIES THAT LED TO ELECTION 

FRAUD DONE IN THESE KEY SWING STATES, CENSORSHIP THAT WAS USED IN TWITTER 

FACEBOOK NBC FOX NEWS CNN 60 MINUTES THESE BAD JOURNALISTS INVOLVED IN THIS 

ELECTION FRAUD OF JOE BIDEN MUST BE HEAVILY FINED AND SUED, PRIVACY RIGHTS OF 

AMERICAN CITIZENS VIOLATED PROFILED IN THESE DATABASES Pre planned election fraud 

done on November 3,2020 TO THE UNITED STATES PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION!!! MARK 

ZUCKERBURG MUST BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE AS WELL AS THESE BAD JOURNALISTS AND 

SHUT DOWN CNN NBC ABC NY TIMES WASHINGTON POST THESE ALL HAVE ILLEGAL TIES 

TO THE CHINESE COMMUNIST CEFC DEALS OF JOE BIDEN’S VOTER FRAUD ORGANIZATION 

INVOLVED IN HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND JOE BIDEN’S CHILD PORNOGRAPHY RING AKA 

CEFC CHINA DEALS WITH CHINA COMMUNISTS THAT LED TO FOREIGN INTERFERENCE OF 

OUR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION ON NOVEMBER 3,2020!!!!!! MARK ZUCKERBURG MUST BE 

PROSECUTED TO THE HIGHEST EXTENT OF THE LAW VIOLATIONS OF NATIONAL SECURITY 

MARK ZUCKERBURG GUILTY OF ILLEGAL ESPIONAGE VOTER FRAUD MONEY LAUNDERING 

TAX EVASION BRIBERY EXTORTION RACKEETEERING EMBEZZLEMENT FRAUD ELECTION 

FRAUD HUMAN TRAFFICKING CHILD TRAFFICKING PORNOGRAPHY RING CRIMINAL 

ACTIVITIES INVOLVED WITH THE JOE BIDEN VOTER FRAUD CRIMINAL ORGANIZATION. 

DECLASSIFIED AND UNSEALED RECORDS OF MARK ZUCKERBURG AKA ADAM LANZA 

SANDY HOOK AKA ANTHONY FAUCI AKA JEFFREY EPSTEIN AKA BERNARD MADOFF 150 

YEAR PENALTY AKA JAMES BIDEN AKA JOEL RIFKIN AKA ROBERT BROCKMAN ARRESTED 

FOR 2 MILLION TAX EVASION AKA JOHN WAYNE GACY AKA GOV WOLF AKA TOM COTTON 



TRAITOR AKA MITCH MC CONNELL AKA JARED SUBWAY CHILD MOLESTER AKA ROBERT 

HADDON OBGYN INDUCED PATIENTS ILLEGALLY THEN TRAVELED WITH THEM SEXUAL 

ASSAULT AKA DAVID KORESH AKA OMAR ALTEEN PULSE FLORIDA AKA ERIC SNOWDEN 

COMMITED INDUSTRIAL ESPIONAGE AKA JOHN WAYNE GACY AKA FIRED CHRIS KREBS 

AKA FIRED MARK ESPER AKA FIRED JOHN BOLTON AKA JOEL RIFKIN AKA MARK 

ZUCKERBURG AKA ADAM LANZA SANDY HOOK SAME PERSON!!!! MARK ZUCKERBURG IS 

GUILTY ALL COUNTS OF FEDERAL FELONIES MONEY LAUNDERING TAX EVASION BRIBERY 

EXTORTION RACKEETEERING EMBEZZLEMENT FRAUD VOTER FRAUD ELECTION FRAUD 

DEALS WITH CHINA COMMUNISTS HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND CHILD PORNOGRAPHY RING, 

VIOLATED NATIONAL SECURITY, TAMPERING WITH FEDERAL EVIDENCE, ILLEGAL 

ESPIONAGE, TREASON, DICTATED AND INSTRUCTED PEOPLE HOW TO VOTE FOR JOE 

BIDEN USING VOTER FRAUD. MARK ZUCKERBURG MUST BE PROSECUTED TO THE 

HIGHEST EXTENT OF THE LAW OF THE LAND. Declassified and unsealed records of Mark 

ZUCKERBURG AKA JOHN POULOS OF DOMINION AKA PETER NEFFENGER SMARTMATICS 

AKA JOHN WAYNE GACY AKA ROBERT BROCKMAN TECH ARRESTED FOR 2 MILLION 

DOLLARS TAX EVASION AKA FTC COMPLAINT ON JAKE CALHOUN FOR ILLEGAL DRUG 

TRAFFICKING DENVER NC AT WALGREENS SUMMER OF 2019 AKA CDC COMPLAINT ON DR 

JASON ELIA MASTOR MMH MOORESVILLE NC MANUFACTURED ILLEGAL FENTANYL 

ILLEGAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE WITH WATSON SOLCO MANUFACTURED COMPANIES AKA 

JEFFREY EPSTEIN AKA JOEL RIFKIN AKA MARK ZUCKERBURG MUST BE PROSECUTED TO 

THE HIGHEST EXTENT OF THE LAW OF THE LAND. MARK ZUCKERBURG IS A TRAITOR TO 

AMERICA HE SOLD UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT INFORMATION AND TRADE SECRETS TO 

KNOWN CHINA COMMUNISTS AND PRE PLANNED THE ATTACK ON OUR ELECTION SYSTEM 

ON NOVEMBER 3,2020, HE MARK ZUCKERBURG HELPED TO FUND THE MANUFACTURING 

OF CORONAVIRUS IN THE WUHAN LAB WITH JOE BIDEN NANCY PELOSI CHUCK SCHUMER 

ERIC SWALWELL AND THE LIST OF BRIBED PUBLIC OFFICIALS ALREADY DECLASSIFIED 

AND UNSEALED. THESE BRIBED PUBLIC OFFICIALS MARK ZUCKERBURG MUST BE 

PROSECUTED EXTRADITED FROM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA FOR TREASON!!!!NO 

ILLEGAL COUP IN AMERICA!!!!!! 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4547368 - Language aired on national network of second impeachment  
Date: 02/09/2021 11:03 PM 

City/State/Zip: Las Vegas, Nevada 89143 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
It was very offensive listening to the language aired during the impeachment hearings. It was uncalled 

for. They only aired the language for political reasons. The the Democratically run network is trying to 

exploit the situation.  My grandkids now can’t watch trial. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4547486 - Indecent language on network daytime t.v 
Date: 02/10/2021 01:30 AM 

City/State/Zip: Anderson, Indiana 46011-8786 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Regardless of using the footage for the Impeachment hearings that started today this was 

unacceptable to be aired on daytime TV. These public hearings are frequently shown in school 

classrooms to show how the justice system operates. I can't imagine that this is acceptable for 

children watching as they learn about how our government works. Why do we even have the FCC if 

we can't safely turn the TV on without the kind of language that was shown today. I don't pay for 

streaming networks for exactly the reason of not wanting to hear profanities in my home. In spite of 

that kind of language being "normalized" by Netflix originals and all other streaming networks, I would 

not have expected that CBS or ABC would be airing. I will not be watching any more of the hearings 

as I would not invite that into my home. I have the ability to see the video without needing the 

profanities to get the point. The American people aren't stupid. The media censors what they share 

when it suits their narrative just like making the decision that it is acceptable to show the severity of 

the attacks by allowing for the profanities. One less thing I will waste my time watching. I assume that 

rules out all of our govt proceedings if that is considered acceptable behavior. Please hear my 

complaint, and for all of the other teachers, and parents that had their children watching they don't 

know who to complain to. Please put sanctions in place to stop this or cease to exist and use our tax 

payer dollars for something other than funding an FCC whose "hands are tied". Please show me that 

I am wrong in believing that the FCC is also politically motivated by allowing for this "exception". 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4547505 - ABC nbc cbs msnbc last tuesday 
Date: 02/10/2021 01:54 AM 

City/State/Zip: Navarre, Alabama 32566 

Company Complaining About: Mediacom 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Use of foul language before the trump hearings is discussing they need to be disciplined and fined 

broadcast like this needs to be stoped before it is out of control wonder how many children viewed 

this 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4548818 - Impeachment Hearrings 
Date: 02/10/2021 02:46 PM 

City/State/Zip: Sauquoit, New York 13456 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
There was foul language being broadcasted without edit. The Donald trump impeachment hearings 

showed videos with explicit foul language on the arguments on live TV.  ***CTR98-phone*** 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4549866 - Vulgar language  
Date: 02/10/2021 07:03 PM 

City/State/Zip: Greenbrier, Arkansas 72058 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
During the impeachment hearings, several members of the senate’s videos used the “F” word without 

a bleeped out cover. When would has it ever been ok to use this language on national tv? I 

understand the importance of a strong case in the hearings on both sides, but I cannot allow my 

children to watch history, and the people that have been elected on national tv. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4551373 - Indecency OTA/Impeachment hearings 
Date: 02/11/2021 01:25 PM 

City/State/Zip: Casper, Wyoming 82604 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Consumer has heard the F word on TV during the impeachment hearings. 

 

Consumer has OTA TV with an antenna. 

 

Consumer is watching KCWY channel 13. 

 

He was under the understanding they couldn't say those words on the TV. 

 

***CTR404-phone*** 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4551881 - impeachment hearing use of recorded vulgar language 
Date: 02/11/2021 03:19 PM 

City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85019 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
During the on air broadcast of the Donald Trump impeachment hearings on 2/11/2021 several 

instances of vulgar language were broadcast. I find this totally unacceptable. Not only do I feel that 

the people and organizations responsible be severely fined, they should also be required to make a 

public apology to the American people. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4552981 - Impeachment hearing content 
Date: 02/11/2021 07:42 PM 

City/State/Zip: Kaysville, Utah 84037 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Foul language 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4581725 - Political News Outlet Availability Complaint  
Date: 02/25/2021 04:15 PM 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
From:  

Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 12:40 PM 

Subject: Hearings/info requests on “disinformation” 

 

The first amendment is a basic right in our country. 

 

You must not allow Democrat activists to either remove certain news outlets(conservative of course) 

or limit their audiences or push them to more “acceptable” viewpoints. 

 

The solution to what Democrats call disinformation is more speech. By all means, let the public 

square host that debate. But there needs to be debate. Not censorship. 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

(b) (6)



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4606308 - section 230 of the DMCA 
Date: 03/09/2021 01:14 AM 

City/State/Zip: Lincoln, Nebraska 68516 

Company Complaining About: Twitter 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Expressing a desire to hold a public officials accountable to federal laws is an illegal act that 

necessitates censorship according to Twitter. No where does it sate that expressing such a desire is 

against its TOS. This has quickly become tacit approval on your part at this point. Filling out an FCC 

complaint has become the only recourse for addressing this censorship epidemic and equally holds 

as little meaning as appeasing to the censorial bully violating citizen rights by exploiting government 

regulatory agencies complacency. 

 

 

 

This is the 5th issue I have had with this company. Favorite was the permanent suspension of my last 

account for editing my own profile picture with a grey blob and three lines over my original avatars 

face. this was durring the congressional oversight comittes hearings where Twitters CEO stated "we 

do not permanently suspend accounts". It's been over 3 years and its still suspended. I eventually 

had to create another account. 

 

 

 

How much money they did they lobby for this? Is it a reasonable rate? Seems well worth the price, 

whatever it might be. You have been approving this type of behavior for over a decade now. I have no 

faith you will ever address this issue but who knows. You might surprise me by doing your jobs for 

once. 

 

 

 

On second thought it might be easier/faster/better to just outlaw it entirely and eliminate the regulatory 

agency tasked with its oversight. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4769351 - Broadband in America 
Date: 05/10/2021 04:37 PM 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
While I certainly appreciate the focus on ensuring that all Americans have access to broadband, I'd 

like to make certain that equal emphasis is being placed on *quality* broadband.  Other countries 

have ubiquitous access to multi-gigabit speeds without bandwidth caps; America should too.  ISPs 

regularly employ their monopoly power to impose other onerous, anti-consumer restrictions as well.  

As an example, I'm tired of having to contact my ISP each year to renegotiate my contract for 

dwindling performance.  This past year where videoconferencing services played a major role in 

everything from public education to congressional hearings was especially illuminating—the same 

network-related issues one might have expected from two decades ago continue to plague us today.  

Good luck. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4775113 - YOU TUBE NON COMPLIANCE  
Date: 05/12/2021 06:31 PM 

City/State/Zip: Clovis, California 93611 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Katie Joy Paulson NEEDS TO BE STOPPED AND YOU TUBE HAS DONE NOTHING. Please help. 

You Tube has been notified of 2 channels that CLAIMS she has media Credentials and is putting out 

false information child sexual abuse victims information and Federal Court Sealed live hearings on 

the DUGGERS. She released the link and screenshots of the VIDEO INVOILVED IN THE DUGGAR 

CASE. SHE VIOLATED THE FED COURT SEALED HEARING LAWS OF NO LIVE MEDIA OR 

SCREENSHOTS ALLOWED WHILE ATTENDANCE.  DURING THE HEARING THE JUDGE 

INTERRUPTED THE CASE AND WAS INFORMED OF MRS PAULSONS CONTEMPT OF COURT 

AND SHE WAS REMOVED FROM THE HEARING WHICH MADE HER UPSET AND CARELESS. 

SHE DOXED THE  HOMELAND SECURITY OFFICERS DETAILS CONTACT INFO OF THE 

JUDGE. ALL OF THE GRAPHIC  DETAILS OF THE DAISYS DESTRUCTION AS WELL AS 

SCREEN SHOTS. SHE IS INVOLVED IN A LAW SUIT FOR DEFAMATION AS WELL AS CYBER 

STALKING  DEATH THREATS AND THE FBI IS NOW INVESTIGATING.  SHE HAS BEEN 

REPORTED TO YOU TUBE THOUSANDS OF TIMES AND YOU TUBE HAS DONE NOTHING!! 

SHE IS INCITING HATE AND VIOLENCE TOWARDS RELIGIOUS PEOPLE LAW ENFORCEMENT 

AND  MAKING FALSE ALLEGATIONS  OF SEXUAL ABUSE  AND TORTURE OF CHILDREN. 

SHES GOING TO CAUSE SOMETHING DEVASTATING AND FINANCIAL GAINING FROM THE 

CHAOS.. PLEASE HELP  THIS IS NOT FAIR USE OR EVEN REPORTING SHE  DOES THIS ON 

EVERY SOCIAL MEDIA  PLATFORM AND IT GETS EVEN MORE SINISTER. IM NOT PART OF 

THE YOU TUBE WORLD OR HAVE A HIDEN AGENDA.  I JUST NEED HELP PUTTING EYES ON 

THE CLEAR VIOLATIONS AND TO  STOP POSSIBLE FUTURE GRIEF FOR THESE CHILDREN 

AND THEIR FAMILES. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4798396 - T-mobile Connect compliance plan is unobtainable. Wireless to 

Wireless Port-in has failed in spectacular fashion. 
Date: 05/24/2021 08:10 PM 

City/State/Zip: Lufkin, Texas 75904 

Company Complaining About: T Mobile 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
A correct wireless to wireless port is 60+ hours old at the time of filing this consumer FCC complaint: 

Cricket wireless (AT&T) to T-mobile Connect. Reference T-mobile incident number:   

 

 

 

This is an documented nightmare. Executive Summary: T-mobile refuses to activate T-mobile 

connect compliance plans. 

 

 

 

This correct, documented wireless to wireless port request is 60+ hours old at the time of filing. T-

mobile has already taken the number from Cricket Wireless (AT&T). I have called the call T-mobile 

and Cricket call center several times. T-mobile's operations surrounding T-mobile Connect 

compliance rateplans is a absolute dumpster fire. It is abundantly clear T-mobile is not in the business 

of activating these compliance rateplans. I have documented this entire saga. I am going to try again 

with another virgin port-in number to see if it fails again... by design. T-mobile was allowed to acquire 

Sprint with minimal conditions: one of which was offering T-mobile Connect. It is abundantly clear T-

mobile refuses to activate T-mobile connect by making the process acquire it quite literally 

impossible. An extremely competent wireless consumer is unable to get a port in T-mobile Connect 

activation. 

 

 

 

Port the number immediately, without delay, or a formal FCC complaint with a docket number is 

coming. There will be hearings about how high the motes against number portability, compliance 

rateplans, and device handset unlocking/portability. 

(b) (6)



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4843269 - phone spoofing 
Date: 06/15/2021 01:12 PM 

City/State/Zip: St. Paul, Minnesota 55164 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
(651) 361-7900 is the telephone number to the mainline at the Minnesota Office of Administrative 

Hearings. We received a call from someone in California asking not to receive calls from this number 

because the caller had previously received a spam call about a phony Amazon transaction from this 

number. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4877115 - IMSI code issues 
Date: 07/01/2021 12:35 PM 

City/State/Zip: Lebanon, Pennsylvania 17042 

Company Complaining About: AT&T 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
IMSI code issues, the device IMEI is linked to Cricket Wireles, however purchased from Sprint 

however in code the device IMSI number shows AT&T but improperly coded as 310150x  and ndo is 

improperly coded in regards to APN 

 

Reported to Cricket Wireless to Liz and call got disconnected or was hung up on. 

 

Reported to AT&T Jasmine and was given the port activation center information. 

 

AT&T says linked to Sprint however Port Activation number says it is coming from Sprint and Emily 

from port activation hung up on me as I was reporting the issue. 

 

Bachuwa law was involved in the Sprint issue and signed an agreement however there are still issues 

in regards to this and Id like attorney representation in regards to all of this especially seeing how 

there have been cyber security issues and breaches in regards to various phone numbers and 

overchargers for services by Sprint. I have been a Verizon, Sprint, and Cricket Customer and have 

called all of these about these issues and now reporting to the FCC as I am a licensee and have the 

phone number associated to the device FRN and have the number set as an FDN on the device and 

would like the overcharged amounts of money paid to Sprint returned to me as well as my house and 

everything else that was disclosed in the OPM cybersecurity documentation that I have record of. 

7175776947, 7176884423, 7178705547 also number I reported before to fcc as well as message 

center phone numbers that I have changed to  also the device doesn't allow for me to 

accept private numbers in regards to court hearings even after changing the setting which was 

witnessed Attorney Jason Schibinger and explained to the court hearing referee on 07/01/2021 this 

issue has to do with S8 and S9 that are my personal property not leased devices as well as vX8300 

LG 

(b) (6)-



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4917563 - Public Airways Used To Purposely Mislead & Misinform 
Date: 07/22/2021 08:29 PM 

City/State/Zip: Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Fox News, for months, has done all it can to downplay the seriousness of the Covid 19 pandemic, 

including lying about the value of face masks, social distancing and, more recently, mocking the 

federal drive to vaccinate people. This occurred over the course of many months, while thousands of 

Americans died. And while the owner of Fox News, Rupert Murdock, got vaccinated, along with Fox 

News TV personalities, the news outlet continued to mislead, misinform, and lie to its viewers about 

the seriousness of the Covid threat. Thousands have died, unnecessarily because Fox News chose 

to politicize, using the public airways, a very real and urgent public health emergency. The Murdock 

news dynasty, lead by Fox News, made hundreds of millions of dollars fomenting distrust of science 

and medical experts, and as a result thousands of people suffered and died needlessly. The public 

airways should NOT be used to spread lies and to misinform society at large. The cost, in terms of 

lives lost and shattered communities, is too obvious to ignore any longer. Fox News must be held 

accountable. The FCC should hold hearings for this purpose and, if appropriate, should impose fines 

and penalties up to and including restricting Fox News' use of public airways to spread lies. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4929621 - Fox News and Other Outlets Hoax violation 
Date: 07/29/2021 02:11 AM 

City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85006 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I think the misinformation broadcast by Fox News, in particular, Tucker Carlson, Laura Ingram and 

Sean Hannity clearly violates FCC rules about hoaxes. Last night's coverage of the Jan. 6 hearings is 

a case in point. They are a clear and present danger given the Jan. 6 riot and aftermath and the 

uptick in COVID-19 cases.  The audience members believe in their lies, are influenced by the vitriol 

spread about our government, elections and democracy and give them false cause to continue 

defending trump. Like the Germans who were swept up in the Nazi fervor and conditioned to hate 

Jews, the Hutu and Tutsi demonization of one another that led to genocide in Rwanda, or our own 

Civil War.  Propaganda and misinformation kill.  If Fox News wants to continue claiming it is just 

entertainment, it should be mandated to remove the News from its branding or at the very least, 

should be mandated to have a disclosure throughout the broadcast that the information is for 

entertainment only and not based on facts.  Rupert Murdock and Fox are morally bankrupt and 

should be called to testify before congress and the American people to account for their actions. Best 

category of TV Issue I could find was indecent. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4936085 - Laura Ingraham's  cruel lies 
Date: 08/02/2021 08:17 AM 

City/State/Zip: Decatur, Georgia 30033 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Laura Ingraham's cruel lies and mocking of the Capitol police's testimony during the Insurrection 

hearings by giving them "Oscars for overacting and lying " was despicable. She actually laughed at 

their injuries and pain. She should apologize and be removed from Fox News and all public television 

forums. Her behavior is indecent. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4977231 - Internet  
Date: 08/21/2021 02:46 PM 

City/State/Zip: Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33316 

Company Complaining About: Comcast 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I have a contract with Comcast to provide my Internet. It constantly fails or just freezes. I am an 

attorney & must attend court hearings on Zoom. On numerous occasions I’ve lost my Internet in the 

middle of a hearing. Comcast refuses to respond to my calls & emails 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4995534 - ATT / ATT Wireless - Phone Call Issue - Caller ID and Potential 

Spam  
Date: 08/30/2021 05:18 PM 

City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75231 

Company Complaining About: AT&T 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
We are a law firm helping consumers access their federal rights and a business practicing in the US 

with over 70 attorneys in the firm. Currently ATT and ATT Wireless service is showing our caller ID 

number as "potential spam" when dialing gout to consumers who have requested a legal consultation 

with the firm.  In addition, current clients are missing hearings / dates and important legal information 

from their attorney and the firms.  This has caused significant harm to the firm name and monetary 

damages to the business and firm as well. We are contacting the FCC as a first step prior to filing a 

lawsuit or further legal action in an attempt to stop the issue and resolve amicably. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 4995558 - T-Mobile - Phone Call Issue - Caller ID and Potential Spam 
Date: 08/30/2021 05:25 PM 

City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75231 

Company Complaining About: T Mobile 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
We are a law firm helping consumers access their federal rights and a business practicing in the US 

with over 70 attorneys in the firm across 32 states. Currently, T-Mobile / Sprint is showing our caller 

ID number as "potential spam" when dialing out to consumers who have requested a legal 

consultation and representation with the firm.  In addition, current clients are missing hearings, 

attorney consultations and legal advice from the firm due to the issue.  This has caused significant 

harm to the firm name and monetary damages to the business and firm as well.  We are contacting 

the FCC as a first step prior to filing a lawsuit or further legal action in an attempt to stop the issue 

and resolve amicably. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5055539 - Seattle Housing Authority Attachment of Residential Theft / 

va.gov/administrative hearings 
Date: 09/30/2021 02:24 AM 

City/State/Zip: Seattle, Washington 98043 

Company Complaining About: Seattle Housing Authority Mail Audit 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
their was a note in my email attachments concerning a girl @ seattle housing authority *switching files 

to steal my house; and i cant find the *attachment in my emai files; if you can locate whatever the 

va.gov/administrative hearing needs so i can *process my single home (no mates or neighbors) 

*request; make sure nothings left out 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5081075 - Windstream/Kinetic 
Date: 10/13/2021 08:08 PM 

City/State/Zip: Texarkana, Texas 75503 

Company Complaining About: Windstream 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Her phone system is not working properly.  Her calls are constantly dropped.  The consumer stated 

that while speaking with her older son,  last night, the call was dropped over five times. 

 

 

 

The consumer stated that when she places a call  to Windstream, for assistance, she has had to wait 

, up to 2 hours, at times.  The consumer has called them 13 times, in a row and the phone  is still not 

fixed.   Calls constantly drop.  Calling features are not working.   

 

 

 

The consumer stated that she pays for 15 calling features including other service features such as 

whole home agent, ID theft, protection plus, internet security, home wiring, and others.    

 

 

 

The consumer explained that she paid  to have her computer set up and Windstream has never 

showed up to do this.  

 

 

 

She stated that she is disabled and no one is assisting her or helping her to resolve these issues.    

 

 

 

She requires a phone in order for her  to set up her transportation.  She has appointments to attend a 

medical hearing, that she must attend, for her benefits.  She does not have a phone to make 

arrangements or converse with the required agencies.  

 

 

 

She stated that the phone lines need to be rewired.  

 

 

 

Her tablet, her email...everything has been hacked because Windstream is not protecting her home 

and providing the services for which she pays.  

 

 

 



The consumer stated that Windstream is supposed to come out and provide a whole new package for 

her devices. 

 

 

 

She stated that she needs to get to the doctor and she does not have a phone to do this.   She 

cannot arrange for a ride to the pharmacy.  She also has the two hearings for her Medicaid.  

 

 

 

She stated that they provide a firewall and they are not doing their job.  They are any of these 

protection services, for which she pays.   The consumer stated in spite of the firewall,  her laptop has 

been hacked.  

 

 

 

She stated that Windstream continues to charge her for services that are not working and this is in 

spite of the fact that they still have not fixed the services. 

 

 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5084455 - INTERNET COMPLAINT 
Date: 10/15/2021 01:01 PM 

City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75204 

Company Complaining About: Turner Legal Services Consulting 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Since 1st day of Internet (Phone, Cable, Internet) with Spectrum I have never gotten the Download 

Speed Promised, Nor Paid For with 2 Separate Speed Upgrades, 1 to 200 Mb Download and 1 to 

400 Mb Download....I have had to have many Modem and Routers Replaced and still having the 

exact same issues: Low or No Speed, Unable to Connect to Internet, Dropped Connections, Unable 

to Upload and Download particular Documents, Movies, etc., Email, Zoom Hearings. I am being 

horrendously overcharged for Service I am not getting nor never have. I have tried to speak to Billing 

to no avail...same rude CS'rs, and same refusing to allow me to speak with supervisor. Even talking 

with Spectrum Escalation Department has NOT helped, Same Issues STILL EXIST Period!!! 

Extremely Low Speed, Unable to connect majority of time nor upload or download without sometimes 

an hour or more wait.  Now Spectrum has audacity to threaten to disconnect ,me on 16th, of this 

Month, 2021 yet I still don't have the service I am billed for. I am more than willing to  setup Direct Pay 

but with WHAT I choose as the payment amount to recur not Spectrum. Please help me. Thank You. 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 (b) (6)-



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5087624 - Court case  
Date: 10/18/2021 11:06 AM 

City/State/Zip: Saint Louis, Michigan 48880 

Company Complaining About: N/a 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I would like to make a complaint about a court case, my mother had Guardianship of my oldest 

daughter, the father was in prison for 2 1/2 yrs. When he was released he asked for visitation, my 

child was 4 at this time and had no idea who he was, the court call a hearing and NEVER notified me 

of anything, he then asked the Guardian ship be terminated and she be placed back with him, he had 

only had 3 overnights with this man, but yet again I was never never notified of court hearings.  

 

  Also Judge BAkker made reference to my mothers last name, she assumed it was Italian, and when 

my mom told her is was actually Mexican she stated to treat us very differently, also my mom stated 

her husband’s legal status was also brought up in the court making her feel very uncomfortable.  

 

  He had been out out prison for almost a year and they never made him help in any way with her, no 

support nothing, then they removed her for a safe place that I was able to visit her, and now I fear for 

her because he will not allow us any contact with her, I am asking that this decision be reversed and 

reviewed to a deeper extent.  

 

 This court has violated my right as her mother to be present for these hears. 

 

 It has also violated my mothers rights by showing racism in the court.  

 

  It has also violated my daughters rights to be treated fairly to not cause her trama of any kind.  

 

  This is all in regards to court case # 19-203-GM 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5112129 - Internet Connection Extremely Slow Or No Connection 
Date: 10/29/2021 10:12 AM 

City/State/Zip: Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania 19462 

Company Complaining About: Fios 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
To Whom It May Concern: 

 

 

 

I have Fios unlimited internet service and I spend a large portion of my time working from home.  I am 

a bankruptcy and probate attorney, and hearings are conducted remotely via zoom.  My internet 

connection must work. 

 

 

 

Initially the internet service worked flawlessly.  Now however, I either cannot connect to any webpage 

or site, or it takes approximately two (2) minutes to connect to any site.  Even after connecting, the 

internet connection randomly drops and I have to try and reconnect. 

 

 

 

I have repeatedly ask for assistance to no avail, and the Fios reps actually tell me that your service 

works fine and there is nothing we can do because there is no problem.  This despite the fact that the 

remote connection test, which you must suffer through before Fios will allow you to speak with a live 

person, recognizes there is a problem and claims to fix the issue remotely.   

 

 

 

To make matters worse,  Fios then tries to upsell me on a business account and sends me messages 

that unlimited data package subscribers, me, may experience a reduction in data and slower speeds.  

It gives the impression that Fios is intentionally slowing down my internet service to upsell another 

more expensive internet plan. 

 

 

 

I need this problem resolved asap.  Please kick this complaint up to Fios executive offices so they get 

a competent technician out here to fix this problem immediately. 

 

 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5124278 - Verizon / Verizon Wireless 
Date: 11/04/2021 03:40 PM 

City/State/Zip: Anderson, Indiana 46016 

Company Complaining About: Recovery And Wajda Law Group 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
We are a law firm helping consumers access their federal rights and a business practicing in the US 

with over 70 attorneys in the firm. Currently Verizon and Verizon wireless is showing our caller ID 

number as "potential spam" when dialing gout to consumers who have requested a legal consultation 

with the firm. This has caused significant harm to the firm name and monetary damages to the 

business and firm as well. We are contacting the FCC as a first step prior to filing a lawsuit or further 

legal action in an attempt to stop the issue and resolve amicably. 

 

 

 

In addition, to the loss of business and revenue this is prohibiting clients from accessing their 

telephonic hearings and causing significant legal damages and limiting the ability to access clients 

federal rights.  They are not answering calls from their legal counsel at the firm and the courts through 

our phone system and telephonic hearings platform at the law firm. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5200199 - Fox News 
Date: 12/20/2021 12:22 AM 

City/State/Zip: Livonia, Michigan 48154 

Company Complaining About: Fox 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
The recent text messages revealed in congressional hearings show Fox News is not impartial but 

rather has strong ties to Republican Party, with direct access to White House Chief of Staff,  and in 

fact, as evidenced by words in the texts, was pretty much working to have a Republican victory in 

2020 election. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5224231 - 5G AT&T Network working slowing, weaker and much less reliable  
Date: 01/05/2022 02:37 PM 

City/State/Zip: Jacksonville, Florida 32216 

Company Complaining About: Pure Talkusa 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Activated a new 5G Nokia phone on 12/25.  After 11 weeks of incompatibility problems related to the 

5G conversions in Jacksonville, Florida on September 27, 2021, was hopeful that the 5G phone 

would eliminate those interruptions in business service.  Alas, I was in error.  The 5G AT&T services 

have been anything but reliable, as receivers of my call can not hear me, including federal court 

judges, attempting to hold hearings via Court Call during COVID.  Notwithstanding the 

embarrassment, the failures are tantamount to inferior or inadequate technology, or inept and 

incompetent operating services by AT&T.  The amount of time having to be spent to correct these 

errors is time consuming and resulting in extreme business losses due to the FCC 5G mandates. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5254125 - people using 26.81500 and illegal radios and linear amps  
Date: 01/21/2022 06:59 AM 

City/State/Zip: Akron, Oh 44306, Ohio 44306 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
you have people in akron ohio using channel 26.81500 on radios they have no ham license to use  

and even if they did they are on a illegal channel  

 

friday january 21 2022 5:49 am 

 

 

 

AKRON, OH 44306 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

i will send a report every day till some thing is done about this ...so and i am sending a copy the the 

head of the fcc to make sure you cant say you did get it ..and im sending a copy to attorney general 

to make sure you do your job ..or i will file  Recall of State Officials 

 

https://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/recall-of-state-officials.aspx 

 

and you will be held account able for every thing these idiots do while you do nothing to stop them ..i 

am not playing game with you ass hole any more i will hold you accountable .... 
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The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is charged with regulating  

 

interstate and international communications by radio, television, wire,  

 

satellite, and cable. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 established  

 

that FCC should promote competition and reduce regulation to secure  

 

lower prices and higher-quality services for American consumers. FCC  



 

implements its policy aims through rulemaking, whereby the agency  

 

notifies the public of a proposed rule and provides an opportunity for  

 

the public to participate in the rule’s development. These rulemak ings  

 

are documented within a public docket that contains the rulemaking  
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In response to a congressional request on FCC rulemaking, GAO (1)  

 

described FCC’s rulemaking process; (2) determined, for specific  

 

rulemakings, the extent to which FCC followed its process; and (3)  

 

identified factors that contributed to some dockets and rulemakings  

 

remaining open. GAO reviewed recent FCC rules, interviewed FCC  

 

officials and stakeholders, and conducted case studies of rulemakings.  

 

 

 

What GAO Found:  

 

 

 

FCC’s rulemaking process includes multiple steps as outlined by law,  

 

with several opportunities for public participation. FCC generally  

 

begins the process by releasing a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and  

 

establishing a docket to gather information submitted by the public or  

 

developed within FCC to support the proposed rule. Outside parties may  

 

meet with FCC officials but must file a disclosure in the docket,  

 

called an ex parte filing, that includes any new data or arguments  

 

presented at the meeting. FCC analyzes information in the docket and  

 

drafts a final rule for the commission to adopt. The FCC chairman  



 

decides which rules the commission will consider and whether to adopt  

 

them by vote at a public meeting or by circulating them to each  

 

commissioner for approval. Stakeholders unsatisfied with a rule may  

 

file a petition for reconsideration with the commission or petition for  

 

review in federal court.  

 

 

 

FCC generally followed the rulemaking process in the four case studies  

 

of completed rulemakings that GAO reviewed, but several stakeholders  

 

had access to nonpublic information. Specifically, each of the four  

 

rulemakings included steps as required by law and opportunities for  

 

public participation. Within the case studies, most ex parte filings  

 

complied with FCC rules. However, in the case studies and in  

 

discussions with other stakeholders that regularly participate in FCC  

 

rulemakings, multiple stakeholders generally knew when the commission  

 

scheduled votes on proposed rules well before FCC notified the public.  

 

FCC rules prohibit disclosing this information outside of FCC. Other  

 

stakeholders said that they cannot learn when rules are scheduled for a  

 

vote until FCC releases the public meeting agenda, at which time FCC  

 

rules prohibit stakeholders from lobbying FCC. As a result,  

 

stakeholders with advance information about which rules are scheduled  

 

for a vote would know when it is most effective to lobby FCC, while  

 

stakeholders without this information would not.  

 

 

 

The complexity and number of rulemakings within a docket and the  



 

priority the commission places on a rulemaking contribute to dockets  

 

and rulemakings remaining open. The commission determines when to open  

 

and close a docket and which rulemakings are a priority; therefore, the  

 

commission determines how a docket and rulemaking progress. Dockets and  

 

the rulemakings within them may remain open because the dockets are  

 

broad and include multiple rulemakings, or because the commission has  

 

not yet voted to close the dockets even though they include completed  

 

rules. Within dockets, some rulemakings may remain open because they  

 

involve complex, technical issues or because competing priorities can  

 

force FCC officials to work on one rulemaking as opposed to another.  

 

Stakeholders generally said they are not concerned about the number of  

 

open dockets.  
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To ensure transparency in the rulemaking process, GAO recommends that  

 

the FCC Chairman take steps to ensure equal access to rulemaking  

 

information. FCC took no position on GAO’s recommendation.  
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5393996 - Complaint for revealing sensitive and prejudicial information 
Date: 04/01/2022 12:24 PM 

City/State/Zip: San Juan, Puerto Rico 00902-0192 

Company Complaining About: Wapa Tv 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
The Puerto Rico Department of Justice file murder and firearms charges against five individuals. The 

case is a high profile case. A TV program named Lo Se Todo from WAPA TV, Chanel 4, covered all 

the incidences of the case including all the appearances and hearings. In all this hearings the 

prosecution didn't revealed the name of our material witness supporting this petition in matters of 

security and the safety of our witness. The program Lo Se Todo revealed the name of the material 

witness and posted a copy of a motion file by the prosecution on the Facebook account of the 

program. This motion was not obtained in any official way. Someone leak the motion to the program 

Lo Se Todo and the program posted the information in clear contempt of the security and safety of a 

witness. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5447425 - Disabled Victim of Slamming Fraud 
Date: 04/28/2022 02:31 AM 

City/State/Zip: Chipley, Florida 32428 

Company Complaining About: Safelink Wireless 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Ive been a victim of SLAMMING - diagnosed with Cognitive Disabilities as a child - Guardian was my 

grandfather who raised me from age 4 and he passed when I became 11.  I went to live with other 

family relatives and have been unaware of my disabilities. I left home early at age 15-16. Im 43 now 

and a few years ago had head injury requiring staples to my head. Eardrum ruptured and after I 

began hearing Inner Voice but in others voice - i guess because i never heard my inner voice i wasnt 

able to hear it in my voice- i hear the voices of ppl i know.  it has freaked me out and caused many 

problems.  The family I did have that cared were my elderly grandparents and they passed away in 

2018. I have a daughter, she is 5 years old and she was kidnapped by my two sisters who have 

outcasted me and have turned ppl against me and they knew I had these disabilities -i guess 

everyone knew but no one ever told me and now im realizing it- these two sister ls have stolen my 

identity and used it to apply for small business disaster loans, etc. i never suspected them of this.  ive 

learned that they have been doing this for years and in hindsight i feel humiliated and isolated.  this 

explains why my relationships failed - after meeting one of my sisters, my relationship would begin to 

crumble. Ive recently learned how they mock and laugh at me behind my back which has encouraged 

others to do the same even if not for the same reasons they do it. i believe my sisters are doing this to 

conceal whatever fraud they have committed against me and they must fear the consequences so 

bad that their only option to free themselves of the responsibility they rather implicate me and destroy 

my life - they have gps tracked me on my phone and i have found the proof of this hidden in my 

cellular phones and on my desktop pc.  they have spread rumors to others making me appear as 

some vagabond or lazy person who engages in illegal activities and also they have told others that i 

have lied about the health problems i have had through out the years which has resulted in me mot 

getting the help i need and has also been the reason others look down upon me with disgust .. i really 

do not know all of the rumors they have spoken of me but i can only assume it is horrible. Im treated 

by others like a joke. i have found that they are associated and friends with individuals that seem to 

come to me from nowhere almost as if they have been sent by my two sisters-  which must be the 

situation and these individuals seem to be told things about me that are not true only to benefit their 

motives which are making me appear as a woman with no respect for myself.  the last three 

government homes ive lived in seem to have hidden equipment above me pr in the walls. i can hear 

them move around and i know they are harassing me but getting me upset. ot seems they are 

streaming me live on a tp link and everyone is on my phone and pc stealing me CREATIVE AND 

INTELLIGENT WORK AND RESEARCH.  I have caught them in my phone and none seem to fear 

the consequences of their actions - they laugh and do it still.  they have hired individuals to 

orchestrate judicial hearings and these hearings 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5459093 - old  and 

aka Turner?  
Date: 05/04/2022 01:52 PM 

City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92112 

Company Complaining About: Retired 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I happened to view Ms Clyburn reply to a note I had sent 2015, for that is all your site shows, might 

you have a tech to check the Draper Ave Library, La Jolla, Riford for it would have been the first in 

sequence, and then that bird cage /gibbet cage at Central Library on 1oth Ave. San diego, for a ac/dc 

generation on a reverse polarization grounding for a satellite gamma fielding? Happen to see one of 

your x officials had remembered from Instr. Martins Classes at San Diego City College Microsoft 

Server 120? 2014-13-12 so that as it was around the time immediately prior to MS Clyburns reply. 

Also, was wondering if Ms Clyburn would have the authority to find a drivers License that was issued 

to the above (named is changed but same thumb print) in 2009 a Cal Drivers License. My 

concern was and is a kangroo court system, the  that was sold too my 

person after the Taxi Cab Terrazzo Court hearings and now that this rape case  with those British 

having nothing to due with this area and the above at the time of the Euro vote abstaining!   God 

Bless, def 

 

RSVP shame about the Ukraine, you would think that they wanted to destroy something as the said 

like in similarity, never knew if ole  gave away, there, what he had running here, in a 

parallel with the assessed value of that cars past? 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

-



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5530322 - Fox News 
Date: 06/07/2022 02:19 PM 

City/State/Zip: Naples, Florida 34116-5422 

Company Complaining About: Comcast 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Fox News acts as if it is a true news source, until they end up in court - then they say the truth that 

they are an 'entertainment' source NOT a news source.  The FCC should be putting a warning label 

on their channel at the beginning and end of every show making the public aware that they consider 

themselves entertainment and not news.  FOX has been the biggest divider in our country and in 

large part because they are not being held accountable for the numerous lies and conspiracy theories 

they spread on their shows daily.  They are a blatant source of insurrection talk and promotion and 

they have decided not to air the upcoming January 6th hearings even though several of their 

personalities are deep into the coordination and encouragement of the attempt to overthrow the will of 

the American people.   I am expecting that the primary source to hold the channel accountable, the 

FCC, is going to do something about this ASAP.  Thank you for doing the right thing for this country.  

Unless you choose to do nothing and allow for the continued degradation of our democracy. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5531358 - Fox News failing the public trust 
Date: 06/07/2022 08:34 PM 

City/State/Zip: Collegeville, Pennsylvania 19426 

Company Complaining About: Verizon 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Fox News has announced they refuse to cover the Jan 6 hearings live. This is failing the public trust. 

They are failing to act in public interest when they use public infrastructure to broadcast. They did 

cover Benghazi hearings live so no reason these shouldn’t be covered 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5531378 - Fox 4 refusing to broadcast 9/11 Committee hearings 
Date: 06/07/2022 08:51 PM 

City/State/Zip: Waxahachie, Texas 75165 

Company Complaining About: Fox 4 And Its Owner, Rupert Murdock 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Fox 4 should lose its license for failing to broadcast the truth.  They are depriving millions of their 

viewers from the truth. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5531757 - Fox refusal to carry Jan 6th hearings 
Date: 06/08/2022 09:07 AM 

City/State/Zip: Annandale, Virginia 22003 

Company Complaining About: Fox News 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
The hearings are a public service.  Fox news refusal to carry them is being done for political reasons.  

I would like to lodge a complaint against their license and have them removed from the air or at least 

have them run a banner that they are not a news station 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5532757 - Fox News Not Airing the Jan 6th Hearing 
Date: 06/08/2022 02:07 PM 

City/State/Zip: Pleasant Hill, California 94523-2478 

Company Complaining About: Fox News 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I believe a broadcast network should serve the public and the public interest.  For Fox News not to 

broadcast the hearings is a blatant violation of serving the public interest.  This is the most important 

story of our lifetime, some would say, and their viewers have a right to see it.  This kind of dereliction 

of their duty should not be ignored and you have a responsibility to punish them for this action.  I am 

aware that they hide behind the 1st Amendment but this story is too important to be ignored.  Hope 

you will consider some punitive action against them. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5534440 - Jan 6 hearing 
Date: 06/09/2022 09:24 AM 

City/State/Zip: Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Company Complaining About: Fox 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Why is the FOX channel not required to broadcast the Jan. 6 hearings?  The grant of a FCC 

broadcast license is premised on the use of that license in the public interest.  No matter politics,  

clearly public education about what happened on Jan 6 2020 is in the public interest as current lesson 

about American government and civics. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5535378 - FOX News not serving public interest 
Date: 06/09/2022 02:15 PM 

City/State/Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60608 

Company Complaining About: Fox News Network 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
FOX News network is circumventing law to serve public interest by not airing House Select January 5 

Committee hearings 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5535603 - Suborning treason 
Date: 06/09/2022 03:15 PM 

City/State/Zip: Greene, New York 13778 

Company Complaining About: Fox Television Network 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
The fox television network is denying it’s viewers the right to see live coverage of hearings regarding 

the events of January 6. In doing so they are subject their viewers to fiction and opinion that has 

resulted in violence and assaults against the United States. Such attacks being treason suborned by 

Fox television network. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5536400 - January 6th Hearings 
Date: 06/09/2022 08:39 PM 

City/State/Zip: St John, Indiana 46373 

Company Complaining About: Att 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I am unable to watch the hearings on Fox News. If it a news station shouldn’t I be able to see national 

news? 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5536480 - Language and Violence Aired on all channels this evening in re to 

the Hearing for January 6 
Date: 06/09/2022 09:41 PM 

City/State/Zip: Winchester, Virginia 22602 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I am shocked that the FCC would allow the language and violence to be aired this evening while 

children have full access to the television. I don’t understand why it was allowed to be televised … 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5536521 - Cussing on TV in front of my child! 
Date: 06/09/2022 10:04 PM 

City/State/Zip: Aiken, South Carolina 29803-8371 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Hello, the major networks allowed cussing on TV during the January 6th committee hearings on TV to 

night! My child was near! Is it ok for our government to do it? Do what I say not what I do??? Liz and 

the chairman and the videos they showed! I ask you fix this issue ASAP please. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5536532 - Fox New Eefusing to cover Jan 6 hearing 
Date: 06/09/2022 10:13 PM 

City/State/Zip: El Dorado Hills, California 95762 

Company Complaining About: Fox News 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Fox News refuses to cover fully the Jan 6 hearings. They continue to lie and mislead the publi. Why 

are we not pulling their license to operate on the public airwaves? They promote White Supremacy, 

hatred and peoven misinformation at the expense of our democracy? 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5536760 - Bad language used on January 6 Committee Hearing 
Date: 06/10/2022 06:53 AM 

City/State/Zip: New Knoxville, Ohio 45871-0296 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
The Jan. 6 Committee aired clips of testimony that used bad language and open captioned that 

language at the same time all during “Prime Time”. 

 

How does this committee get a pass to air bad language?  The testimony was not live.  It could have 

been bleeped just like the rest of the country has to do. Former Aty. Gen. Barr was shown saying 

“bullshit” a number of times.  I find the language offensive and that the committee can air it offensive.  

For future aired hearings they should bleep that kind of language just like the rest of the nation.  They 

hired a TV producer to handle their program, he should have known better. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5536868 - January 6 hearings 
Date: 06/10/2022 09:15 AM 

City/State/Zip: Goshen, Ohio 45122 

Company Complaining About: Federal Government 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Filing a complaint against all local channels airing the January 6 fake capital hearings. We all should 

not have to be subjected to watching something that was made up, and something that was allowed 

to happen by the personnel who worked at the capital building including crooked people working for 

the government. I watched video from that day where guards were letting people in the building 

waving them in. If anyone should be charged with anything, it should be the people who work at the 

capital for letting this happen. Everyone was aware before hand about January 6. Taking away 

regularly scheduled programming to air fake people making up crap should not be allowed to happen. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5536888 - Fox News 
Date: 06/10/2022 09:26 AM 

City/State/Zip: Becket, Massachusetts 01223 

Company Complaining About: Fox News 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Last night, Fox News did not broadcast the January 6th Congressional hearings. This  violates Fox 

News’  FCC licensing obligations with regard to “public interest, convenience and necessity.” 

 

 

 

 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5538786 - Spectrum - January 6th hearings blackout around Navy Base, Port 

Hueneme/Oxnard, CA 
Date: 06/10/2022 10:08 PM 

City/State/Zip: Port Hueneme, California 93041-2779 

Company Complaining About: Spectrum 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Spectrum Internet/streaming TV blacked out the January 6th hearings in the areas surrounding the 

Navy Base in Port Hueneme, Oxnard CA on Thursday June 9, 2022. I was watching my streaming 

channels through Spectrum/Roku. My first three phone calls into the company they would not 

acknowledge a problem. Please investigate why this happened. I' waited months to hear this only to 

have TV and Internet blacked out during the hearings. Why? The company cannot answer why  and 

I'm angry. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5541333 - Miwave No Internet 
Date: 06/13/2022 10:35 AM 

City/State/Zip: Hines, Oregon 97738 

Company Complaining About: Miwave 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
She wanted to watch the Hearings today.  Her internet has been taken out.  She wants to watch the 

internet; on line and she can't get any internet.  They have everyone in Filter Bubbles.  She wants her 

internet fixed.  ***CTR386-phone*** 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5541647 - Loud tv Ad 
Date: 06/13/2022 12:17 PM 

City/State/Zip: Sacramento, California 95864 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
At 9:15 PST am, while watching the Jan 6 hearings on Monday June 13 on CNN, an ad was played 

that was clearly too loud. The advertiser was Neatloans.com. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5542660 - Jan 6 Congressional hearing not available in my area 
Date: 06/13/2022 04:08 PM 

City/State/Zip: Angola, Indiana 46703 

Company Complaining About: Mediacom 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
We attempted to watch the January 6 Congressional hearings on June 13.  Unlike the first hearing 

the previous week, the second hearing on June 13 was not available on any Basic local channels.  It 

was only available on a Premium subscription channel.   

 

 

 

All American citizens should have access to Congressional hearings, so that they can be informed.   

 

 

 

I urge you to insure that the rest of the January 6 Congressional hearings are available on Basic TV 

offerings for all Americans.  

 

 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) (6)



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5543403 - Jan. 6 hearings breaking the law 
Date: 06/13/2022 09:53 PM 

City/State/Zip: Des Moines, Iowa 50315 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Hearing day 1 the word "Bullshit" was said twice. Once in a Bill Barr recording and once by Cheney. 

Hearings day 2 "bullshit" was said 3 times, one those times was the same Bill Barr recording from 

hearing day 1. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5550644 - Completely unreliable Internet Service from Comcast in Baltimore 

City. 
Date: 06/16/2022 04:34 PM 

City/State/Zip: Baltimore, Maryland 21213-3434 

Company Complaining About: Comast 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I left DC in part because Comcast's internet services where I lived, in Ward 8, were unreliable.  I 

never got the service for which I paid. 

 

 

 

Now, in Baltimore, I am running into the same problems with the company. 

 

 

 

I have had problems off and on with my internet service from Comcast since I moved to Baltimore, 

but over the past 3 days the problems have become outrageous. 

 

 

 

The company left me without service from 8:00 AM until nearly 7:00 PM on Tuesday of this week.  

Then on Wednesday, my service kept dropping out and coming back up, so I reported the problem to 

the company, wasting an hour of my life. 

 

 

 

This morning, the company sent someone out here to work on the wires outside my home, because 

supposedly that was the problem (interestingly, that's what Comcast kept saying was the problem 

with my service in DC).  Supposedly he fixed the problem, but after he left, my service dropped and 

came back up over 50 times.  After 50 instances, I gave up counting them; and that was all between 

the hours of 1:00 and 3:30 PM.  I know, because I was trying to watch the January 6th Event 

Hearings on PBS, and I wasn't able to follow what was going on because my connection kept being 

interrupted, which meant that I had to go through the entire process of accessing the Xfinity live 

stream, over and over again. 

 

 

 

I contacted Comcast about the problem, and the people that I worked with were all Philippino, and all 

they did was stall and waste more of my time. 

 

 

 

I want Comcast to be forced to offer the service for which they charge me, or I want Comcast to be 

forced to admit that they lie when selling their services. 



 

 

 

The speed of my internet connection has never been as fast as Comcast promises, and there is 

absolutely nothing reliable about Comcast's service. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5558336 - Jan. 6 hearings:  
Date: 06/21/2022 02:49 PM 

City/State/Zip: Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107 

Company Complaining About: Fcc 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
Jan. 6 hearings: ALL OVER THE TV..MOST DON'T WANT TO SEE IT..IT'S "ALL ONE SIDED- 

MOST LIES IF NOT ALL,YOU ARE HELPING TO SPREAD MISINFORMATION AND LIES,WHEN 

THIS CRAP COMES ON MY TV GOES OFF, WHY BOTHER WITH LOCAL CHANNELS THEY ARE 

A WASTE! 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5558968 - KCTV 5 Interrupts Jan 6. Hearings 
Date: 06/21/2022 06:06 PM 

City/State/Zip: Lenexa, Kansas 66215 

Company Complaining About: Gray Television, Inc. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
During the Jan 6. Hearings today, 6 June 2021 about 14:10 (2:10 pm CDT), Ch 5 @KCTV5  Gray 

Television, Inc, interrupted CBS News 's programming. I get that because of this area and maybe the 

local station's political leanings that they don't want to air these hearing because that's why they went 

to commercial in the middle of MS. Moss testimony.  However, this is a very annoying recurring 

behavior of this channel and their practices are not indicative of a good corporate citizen by not 

providing vital information to the public. Lastly, during this time of day it is mostly CBS's daytime 

programs. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5564252 - NPR use of “I swear to God” 
Date: 06/23/2022 06:47 PM 

City/State/Zip: Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808 

Company Complaining About: Npr 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
today on NPR- broadcast by my local affiliate WRKF in BatonRouge La… Reporter David Folkenflik 

used the phrase “I swear to god” in a trivial almost flippant manner in describing the media savvy 

applied to the January 6th hearings.  I find this offensive. A quick google search shows that this 

phrase is used rather often now on NPR. 

 

To me this is profanity… more so than the traditional prohibited words.. I mean it IS one of the 20 

commandments not to use Gods name in vain. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5572543 - "F word" fully spelled out on daytime television 
Date: 06/28/2022 03:17 PM 

City/State/Zip: Benton City, Washington 99320 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
On June 28, 2022 at approximately 10:35am Northwest Public Broadcasting (NWPB), at a time when 

children are commonly watching children's programming on their station, fully spelled out "the F word" 

on the screen for my wife and kids to see unexpectedly.  This was on "special coverage" with which 

they had interrupted normal children's programming creating the reasonable expectation that a child 

or their parent may turn to that station at any given time.  This could be solved by a minimum of a 

written warning to NWPB with the possibility of monetary fines should they repeat this in the future. 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ticket: # 5582925 - Censorship 
Date: 07/04/2022 04:03 PM 

City/State/Zip: Pensacola, Florida 32526-3249 

Company Complaining About: Wkrg Cbs Mobile, Alabama 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Description 
I am writing to report possible censorship of the Late Show with Stephen Colbert by the CBS affiliate, 

WKRG, out of Mobile, Alabama, on June 28, 2022.  Stephen Colbert and Alexandria Ocacio-Cortez 

(AOC) were talking about the January 6th hearings.  Colbert said he would be happy to see a certain 

person (implying former president Trump) go to jail for his evil deeds.  AOC started speaking when 

suddenly the show broke for five minutes of commercials (14 total).  Normally, Colbert says when 

they will break away for commercials, but this did not happen.  The show returned at the end of the 

commercial break.  AOC spoke for about 12 seconds, and then there was another one minute of 

commercials (5 total).  AOC got to speak for about 50 seconds, and then there was a repeat 

commercial for 15 seconds.   AOC spoke for 7 seconds, and there was another commercial break of 

5 repeat commercials lasting 45 seconds.  Finally, AOC returned, and there were no further 

interruptions.  Thank you for your attention to this matter. 
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